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WELCOME!
Dear Visitors:
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It is a great pleasure for us to put at your disposal this guide with aims of
sharing with you the beauties of our country, the richness of our culture and
the warmth of our people. We would also like to ease your visit and knowledge of this 48,422 km2 island located at the heart of the Caribbean and
bathed by the warm waters of the Caribbean Sea and soft currents of the
Atlantic Ocean.
Heavenly white sand beaches and tropical coconut palms; valleys and mountains that can reach 3,000m; beautiful tobacco, coffee and sugar cane plantations; national parks of lush tropical foliage and copious flow rivers, make
our country an exotic destination of great diversity.
First land in America conquered by Spain. Our rich cultural heritage is a melting pot of races and cultures that have blossom into a symphony composed
by our Pre-Hispanic past and indelible marks of different immigrant groups,
turning us into a privileged nation.
The ultimate golf destination in the Caribbean with over 20 courses nationwide with a wide range of high quality and service hotels and varied gastronomy combined with warm, simple and joyful people will welcome you
with their best smile and a rainbow of colors and rhythms in every corner of
our country.
Welcome! Dominican Republic has it all.

Julio Llibre
President
Hotel and Tourism Association of the Dominican Republic

Dear Visitor:
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It is a real pleasure to invite you to enjoy the wonderful experience that is to
visit the Dominican Republic. We are certain that you will find in our beautiful
land a great diversity of sceneries where you will make your dream of having
a memorable vacation come true.
We proudly open the doors of this beautiful place that us, Dominicans, long
to share with those who honor us with their visit.
The following pages describe places of great interest in each of our country’s
regions, places that due to their cultural significance, natural beauty or
multiple activities that take place there, cannot be omitted during your visit.
Give us the opportunity to host you and offer you all the warmth that this
country full of noble people, beautiful beaches and imposing hills can offer.
Welcome to your home in the Caribbean!
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The 2012 Dominican Republic Hotel & Tourism Association
Vacation Planner helps you customize your visit to the Dominican
Republic.
Insights into the top attractions and activities are provided. The
Planner introduces you to our nation's capital, Santo Domingo
in the south, Boca Chica/Juan Dolio and La Romana/Bayahibe in
the southeast, Punta Cana in the east, Samaná in the northeast,
Puerto Plata to Cabrera in the north, Jarabacoa and Constanza
in the central mountain area, Santiago in the central area, and
Barahona and Pedernales in the southwest.
The featured selection of attractions and activities is varied because
we know that no two tourists are the same. In the Caribbean,
the DR offers the greatest variety where beach relaxation, golf,
ecotourism, excursions, shopping and nightlife attractions are
concerned. A careful read will help you match your interests with
the region or regions best suited to your vacation style.
Major airlines continue to add scheduled and charter flights to
the Dominican Republic’s eight international airports, making it
easier to come and visit, and to see more of the country. Consider
arriving at one airport and departing from another, combining
destinations within the country for a fuller experience.
4

The Dominican Republic is like a miniature continent. Nowhere
else in the Caribbean can visitors experience climbing to the top
of the highest peak, visiting the largest sand dunes, gazing at the
longest stretches of uninterrupted beach, discovering the cultural
heritage of the first city in the New World, or taking in the mix of
people from all over the world who have come to call this land
their home. First and foremost, we invite you to embrace the very
joyful spirit of the people, the indelible mark that keeps visitors
returning.
Internet links to updates in the Dominican Republic news and
information portal, www.dr1.com, are provided so readers can
go online to peruse the extensive knowledge bases, to find
information about current events and occasions of interest, as well
as to ask questions. This is your Dominican Republic!

In order to simplify the search of your destination within the Dominican Republic, use our colorcoded squares method: In the previous page you’ll find the Dominican Republic map, in it each
region has a particular color assigned; find out about the hotel offer in that region matching the
colored squares to those in the following chart and further hotel ads. You can also find out about
where to go, things to do, golf courses and other interesting subjects using the editorial pages at
the beginning of this publication.

Vacation Planner
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Native Indian tribes of the Caribbean and
South America were the first inhabitants of
this island.
Spanish settlers followed on the heels of
Admiral Christopher Columbus after his
landing on 5 December 1492. The French
ruled the island for two brief periods, as
did the Haitians. The European conquerors
imported African slave laborers in large
numbers, a fact that defines an important
part of Dominican culture. Subsequently,
the country has become home to migrants
from countries around the world, attracted
by the natural hospitality of those who have
preceded them and creating a most rich
cultural heritage. The nation celebrates its
independence on February 27th. President
Leonel Fernandez was elected in 2008 for a
second consecutive four-year term.

The Dominican Republic occupies the
eastern two- thirds of the island of La
Hispaniola, which it shares with Haiti,
and is the second largest country in the
Caribbean, comprising an area of 48,442
square kilometers (29,948 square miles).
It is bordered on the north by the Atlantic
Ocean and on the south by the Caribbean
Sea. This is a big island by Caribbean
standards and care should be taken to arrive
at the one of eight international airports
that may be closest to your final destination
to avoid long car trips, sometimes of up to
seven hours - for example if you land at
Punta Cana International and are headed
to Puerto Plata.
6
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Approximately ten million people live in the
Dominican Republic. Of these, one third
lives in the capital city and environs.

Spanish is the official language of the
Dominican Republic although English is
widely spoken, especially in tourist areas
and large cities. Knowledge of German,
Italian and French is also common in resort
towns. Traffic signs are in Spanish, although
menus in tourist regions are usually also
available in English.

The Dominican Republic is on Atlantic
Standard Time all year long. Clocks are
one hour ahead of those on the US eastern
seaboard in the fall-winter but keep the
same time in the spring- summer. The
Dominican Republic is four hours behind
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

Citizens of Argentina, Chile, Ecuador,
Iceland, Israel, Japan, Liechtenstein, Peru
and Uruguay can visit without a visa nor
tourist card, only with a valid passport.
Citizens and legal residents in the US,
Canada, Spain, Mexico and Venezuela,
among other countries, need to purchase
a tourist card (US$10) for a stay of up to
30 days, and an additional US$10 for up
to 90 day stays. Thereafter, fees will vary
for longer stays, and this can be paid upon
departure. Tourist cards can be purchased
upon arrival. Departure tax is US$20 and is
usually included in the price of the ticket.

©Mitur / Cabarete

The US government requires that all US
citizens have a valid passport for travel to
the DR.
The Canadian government strongly
recommends that all Canadians travel with
a valid passport.
Citizens of other countries should contact
their carrier or the closest Dominican
consulate to reconfirm travel documentation
requirements.

With few exceptions, most Dominican
tourism destinations have an airport within
less than an hour’s drive. Tourists should
be sure they are choosing arrival at airport
nearest their final destination. Be warned
that some airports are eight driving hours
distance between one and another.
The airports regularly receiving international
flights are: Las Americas International
Airport (SDQ), La Isabela International
Airport (JBQ) in Santo Domingo, La
Romana International Airport (LRM), Punta
Cana International Airport (PUJ), Samaná
International Airport (AZS) at El Catey near
Samaná, Gregorio Luperón International
Airport (POP) in Puerto Plata and Cibao
International Airport (STI) in Santiago.
Maria Montez (BRX) operates mostly as a
domestic airport, but occasionally receives
international flights. Other airports of
entry primarily serving domestic flights
are: Portillo (EPS) and Arroyo Barril (ABA)
in Samaná, Constanza (COZ), Cabo Rojo
(CBJ) in Pedernales, Osvaldo Virgil (MTC)
in Montecristi, and Cueva de las Maravillas
(SPM) in San Pedro de Macorís.
©Mitur / Damajagua
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The principal cruise ship ports are: Port
of Santo Domingo (terminals Don Diego
and San Souci), Casa de Campo Port and
Marina in La Romana and Ocean World
Marina in Puerto Plata. Cruise ships also
anchor at mooring points off the islands of
Catalina (La Romana) and Cayo Levantado
(Samaná).

Government offices, as well as foreign
consulates and embassies, open from 8:00
am and close at 2:00 pm Monday through
Friday. Some offices stay open for meetings
by appointment until later in the afternoon.
Businesses typically operate from 9:00 am
to 5:00 pm, five days a week. Shops open
on weekdays at 9:00 am and usually stay
open until 7:00 pm on weeknights and
until 2:00 pm on Saturdays. Major stores
remain open until 10pm and on Sundays
will close at around 8:00 pm.

Foreign currency can be converted to
Dominican pesos at the Banco de Reservas
exchange booths found at airports, major
hotels, commercial banks and authorized
exchange houses. There are over 2,000
automatic teller machines (ATMs) located
nationwide. Banking hours are usually
8:30 am to 3:00 pm, Monday through
Friday. Some bank branches (primarily in
shopping malls or supermarkets) remain
open longer. Travelers checks (a passport is
8

required) and major credit cards are widely
accepted. Cash advances are available at
certain commercial banks. Exchange rates
fluctuate daily and the US dollar is the most
widely transacted currency, but Euros and
Canadian dollars are accepted for exchange
across the nation also.

On arrival, most visitors are required to
purchase a tourist card for US$10 and pay
a US$20 departure tax at the airport upon
departure that is usually included in the air
fare ticket. The US$10 charge permits a
30-day stay. For a stay of up to 90 days,
an additional US$20 is assessed. Similar
additional charges apply for longer stays.
Hotels collect 26% of their published prices
(16% sales tax +10% service charge).
Restaurants also charge the 16% sales
tax and a 10% service charge but it is
nevertheless customary to tip an additional
10% for satisfactory service in restaurants.

The Dominican Republic has a low crime
rate, but visitors are suggested to take
the same precautions they would when
traveling to any busy area, that is, use
the safety boxes provided by the hotels,
leave expensive jewelry at home, watch
belongings and do not leave luggage or
bags visible in parked vehicles. A friendly
but firm “no” will send most unwanted
vendors away. Those taking the roads

should avoid driving at night, primarily
because of the lack of adequate signage.

While tourist area stores, banks and
businesses will remain open, take note
of the Dominican day-off schedule for
2012 and the holiday they commemorate:
1 January, New Year’s Day; 9 January,
Epiphany Day; 21 January, Day of Our Lady
of Altagracia; 30 January, Duarte Day; 27
February, Independence Day; 6 April, Good
Friday; 30 April, Labor Day; 7 June, Corpus
Christi Day; 16 August, Restoration Day; 24
September, Day of Our Lady of Mercedes; 5
November, Constitution Day; 25 December,
Christmas Day. For more on holidays in the
DR in 2012, see http://www.dr1.com/travel/
prepare/holidays.shtml

As with the rest of the Caribbean, the most
common weather forecast is partly sunny
with a chance of a shower lasting 10 minutes
or less, most likely in the late afternoon.
The temperatures usually fluctuate from a
high of 33ºC (91oF) in August to a chilly
17ºC (62ºF) on winter mornings.
Temperatures between summer and winter
usually fluctuate less than ten degrees. For
more on weather, see www.dr1.com/travel/
expect/weather.shtml
For weather updates, especially interesting

USEFUL INFORMATION
during the August-September peak
hurricane season, see http://www.dr1.com/
forums/weather-beyond/

If you are coming for a business meeting,
note that the DR upholds many formal
customs, especially in the cities, with suits
and ties being appropriate attire for men
and suits for women. Attire is much less
formal for meetings at resorts. If you are
coming for a leisurely vacation at a resort,
shorts, slacks and short cotton dresses
are suitable for women. Men should pack
dress pants and shoes for evening dining
or visiting churches. At least one casually
elegant outfit is recommended. Some
hotels may not allow men wearing sandals
and shorts to dinner. If visiting Santo
Domingo, consider more formal wear.
Some government offices will not allow
sleeveless shirts, or men in sandals.
Also pack a sweater and jacket for cooler
temps and air-conditioned settings,
especially on bus trips. Sun block is a must
for spending time outdoors.

Appliances run on 110 volts/60 cycles, just
as in the United States.

Doctors are usually on call at major hotels
and are equipped with medicine for the
most common ailments. Ambulances are
available, as is air ambulance evacuation.
Emergency dental treatment can be
provided if needed. Twenty-four hour
pharmacies can be found in every major
city.

The Department of Animal Health requires
proof of a rabies vaccination for dogs
indicating that the inoculation was given
30 days prior to the animal’s arrival in the

country. For both dogs and cats, a Health
Certificate issued not more than 15 days
prior to the animal’s arrival in the country is
also required. If these requirements are not
met, the animal will be quarantined upon
arrival from 8 to 30 days, depending on its
country of origin.

Though the country is predominantly
Roman Catholic, there are many active
denominations of Christian faith, including
Anglican, Baptist, Evangelical, Seventh Day
Adventist and Mormon. English services
are held in some churches of the capital
city. Santo Domingo’s synagogue holds a
weekly service Friday evenings at sundown.

To marry in the DR, you will need a valid
passport, original birth certificate, single
status affidavit in Spanish, Divorce Act in
Spanish. Legal transcripts of the single
status affidavit and divorce act can be
prepared at the Dominican consulate
nearest your residence. You will also need
two witnesses. If these are foreigners, they
will need passports. If they are Dominicans,
then their cédulas (Dominican ID cards) will
be sufficient. Some tourists marry in their
country of residence, and carry out a mock
ceremony in the DR to avoid the pricey cost
of the legal wedding procedure in the DR.
Several hotels offer wedding packages,
many with photos taken by the sea that
include the ceremony paperwork.

The country has one of the most
sophisticated telecommunications systems
in Latin America that is provided by ClaroCodetel, Tricom, France Telecom (Orange)
and Viva. Services include direct dialing,
faxing, teleconferencing, electronic mail
and videoconferencing. There is direct dial
to the Dominican Republic using the area
code 809 or the less common 829 or 849.

There are many Wi-Fi hotspots in the DR,
including the area of the new terminal at
Las Americas International Airport.

There are six daily local morning newspapers
and one afternoon edition in Spanish.
See www.dr1.com for daily updated news
on the Dominican Republic or get answers
to your questions on the country from the
web site’s very popular message board
forums at www.dr1.com/forums
Also check out the Calendar of Events
page at www.dr1.com/calendar. Televised
coverage of tourism destinations and special
events are broadcast on the Caribbean
Traveling Network (CTN) on Telecable de
Tricom.

Web Sites Information
Dominican Republic Hotel & Tourism
Association (Asonahores)
www.asonahores.com
Ministry of Tourism
www.godominicanrepublic.com
Dominican Republic One
www.dr1.com
For further information contact:
Dominican Republic Hotel & Tourism
Association (Asonahores)
Presidente Gonzalez/Tiradentes Avenue
Edificio La Cumbre. 8th Floor. Ensanche
Naco, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.
Tel (809) 368-4676 Fax (809) 368-5511
Email: asonahores@asonahores.com
Ministry of Tourism
Av. Mexico, 30 de Marzo Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic Tel. (809) 221-4660
Fax. (809) 682-3806
Email: info@godominicanrepublic.com
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The Ministry of Tourism also maintains tourist information offices in:

UNITED STATES

NEW YORK
drtourismboardny@verizon.net
136 E. 57 St. Suite 805, New York, NY 10022
Office 212-588-1012/ 14 Fax 212-588-1015
MIAMI
domreptourism@bellsouth.net
848 Brickell Ave. Suite 747, Miami, FL 33131
Office 305-358-2899 Fax 305-358-4185
WASHINGTON
washington@godominicanrepublic.com
Po Box 987
Charles Town, WV 25414
Office 202 - 558–5528 Fax 800 - 878– 8527
CHICAGO
chicago@godominicanrepublic.com
chicago@sectur.gov.do
Dominican Republic Tourism Office in Chicago
180 N La Salle, Suite 3757
Office 312-981-0325 Fax 312-981-0027

THE CARIBBEAN

PUERTO RICO
PuertoRico@godominicanrepublic.com
890 Ashford Ave., 1er piso, Local C-3 Condado,
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00907
Office 787-722-0881 Fax 787-724-7293

CANADA

MONTREAL
montreal@godominicanrepublic.com
2055 rue Peel, Suite 550
Montreal QC, H3A 1V4 Canada
Office 514-499-1918 Fax 514-499-1393
		
TORONTO
toronto@sectur.gov.do
26 Wellington Street East Suite 801 Toronto,
Ontario, M5E-1S2, Canada
Office 416-361-2126/ 27 Fax 416-361-2130
		

EUROPA

FRANCIA / FRANCE
info@otrepubliquedominicaine.com
Office Du Tourisme de la Republique
Dominicaine, 22 Rue Du Quatre Septembre
75002, Paris, France
33-0-1-4312-9191 / 33-0-1-4494-0880
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GERMANY
germany@godominicanrepublic.com		
Hochstrasse 54, 60313 Frankfurt, Germany
Office 49-69-9139-7878 Fax49-69-28343
UNITED KINGDOM
uk@godominicanrepublic.com dominican.rep@
btconnect.com
18-21 Hand Court London WC1V 6JF
Office 44-20 72427778 Fax 44-20 74054202
SPAIN
p.dimitri@turdom.e.telefonica.net
C/ Serrano, 114 2do. EXT. IZQ., Madrid 28006
Office 34-91-417-7375 Fax 34-91-598-0025
BELGIUM
tourism@visitdomrep.com
Ave. Louise 271 Louizalaan, Bruxelles 1050
Office 32-2-646-1300 Fax 32-2-649-3692
ITALY
enteturismo.repdom@gmail.com
25 Piazza Castello, 20121 Milano, Italy
Office 011-39-02-805-7781
Fax 011-39-02-865-861
RUSSIA
optdomru@gmail.com
Dominican Republic Tourist Office, St.
Petersburg, Russia
Office 7-921-77-85234 Fax 7-921-355-00-17
CZECH REPUBLIC
ceskarepublika@godominicanrepublic.com
Dominican Republic Tourist Office
_t_pánská 611/14 CZ-1100 00 Prague, Czech
Republic
Office 420-222-231-078 Fax 420-222-231-096
SWEDEN
scandinavia@godominicanrepublic.com		
Kungsgatan 37, 111 56 Stockholm, Sweden
Office 46-8-120-205-37 Fax 46-8-120-205-39

SOUTH AMERICA
ARGENTINA
argentina@godominicanrepublic.com
Oficina de Turismo de República Dominicana
Av. Santa Fé 1592 Piso 7 Of. N
C1060ABO
Office 5811-0806 Fax 5811-0860		
		
CHILE
sectursantiagochile@gmail.com		
Augusto Leguia Sur 79, Oficina 1105, Las
Condes, Santigo de Chile, Chile
Office 56-2-952-0540 Fax 56-2-952-0541		
			
BRASIL
mvianna@republicadominicana.tur.br
Ave. São Luis No. 50, Conjunto 91E, Edif. Italia /
Centro, Cep 01046-926 São Paulo / SP, Brasil"
Office 55-11-2189-2403 Fax 55-11-2189-2402
					
COLOMBIA
colombia@godominicanrepublic.com
optencolombia@gmail.com
Oficina 513 de la Torre A, Edif. Teleport
Business Park, Calle 113 No. 7-21, Santa Fe de
Bogota, D.C., Colombia
Office 57-1-629-1818/ 1841
Fax 57-1-629-1830
				
VENEZUELA
oficinadeturismord@cantv.net
Calle Villaflor con Ave. Casanova, Edif.
Offimaker piso 1, Oficina 1-3, Sabana Grande,
Caracas, Venezuela
Office 58-212-761-1956 Fax 58-212-761-1761
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Ministerio de Turismo (MITUR)
Evelyn Paiewonsky
evelyn@godominicanrepublic.com
evelyn.p@sectur.gov.do
Avenida Cayetano Germosen esquina Avenida
Gregorio Luperón
Office 809-221-4660
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SANTO DOMINGO

The capital city, vibrant nightlife, fashionable shopping, superb dining,
culture and history. Starting point for the Spanish colonization of the
Americas, city of parks and sports, beauty and health parlors, art and
meetings.
The capital city of the Dominican Republic, Santo Domingo, with
its new “So Happy” city brand, is the most active metropolis in
the entire Caribbean. It’s where business and government deals
happen. The city is constantly evolving to cater to the thousands
that are attracted by its contrasting modern lifestyle. The city is
known for its vibrant nightlife, fashionable shopping and superb
dining.
The city’s skyline has changed as dozens of new skyscrapers
now peak out to the Caribbean Sea or look over the sprawling
neighborhoods. This is a city that celebrates culture, with continuing
showing of Dominican and international performances booked
for its many venues. Santo Domingo (also known as the National
District) has a population of one million, while another two million
live in the environs of the province.

Getting there
Las Américas International Airport is the city’s principal port of
entry. It is located on the outskirts of the city, 20 minutes east
of the historical colonial district and 10 minutes from the popular
beach town of Boca Chica.
This airport offers scheduled service by:
United States: American Airlines (New York, Miami, Boston),
Continental (Newark), Delta (New York, Atlanta), JetBlue (Fort
Lauderdale, Orlando, New York, Boston), Spirit (Fort Lauderdale),

US Airways (Philadelphia).
Caribbean: American Airlines, American Eagle, JetBlue, Iberia (San
Juan, Puerto Rico), PAWA (San Juan and Aguadilla, Puerto Rico), Air
Caraibes (Pont-a-Pitre, Fort de France), Air France (Fort-de-France),
Dutch Antilles (Curacao), Insel Air (St. Marteen), Liat (Antigua),
Cubana de Aviación (Havana), AeroCaribbean (Santiago de Cuba).
Latin America: Copa (Panama City), Taca (San Jose, Costa Rica
and Lima), Condor (San Jose, Costa Rica), Avianca (Bogota).
Europe: Air France (Paris), Iberia (Barcelona, Madrid), Air Europa
(Madrid), Condor (Frankfurt).
Take note that some of these flights may be for the winter and
summer peak seasons.
Santo Domingo’s port, off from the Colonial City, has been
renovated and big name cruise lines bring thousands of tourists.
Ground transport
Hotel taxis usually are manned by many bilingual drivers who
double as tour guides. Radio taxis are readily available and
reasonably priced. It is recommended you set the fare with the
radio depot operator prior to booking the taxi. These cars can
be hired by the ride or the hour. Car rentals are available at Las
Américas International Airport or through the rental companies’
offices in the city. Most companies limit rentals to those at least 25
years of age.
Vacation Planner
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SANTO DOMINGO
Public transport can take you almost
anywhere within the city limits for less than
a dollar. Those who are not "in the know"
will need to ask a few questions in order
to effectively get around by these public
modes of transportation. Among the most
cost-effective are the conchos (multifare
paying taxis) or large buses or minibuses.
Motoconcho service (motorcycle taxis) is a
popular albeit transportion method.
Santo Domingo is the central destination
for all cross-country bus routes in the
country. The two leading bus companies
Metro and Caribe Tours provide very
reasonably priced and reliable bus service
several times a day to many inter-country
destinations, including Puerto Plata and
Samaná. Regional express bus lines travel
daily to La Romana and Punta Cana.

Attractions
Culture
Founded in the Western Hemisphere,
much of Santo Domingo’s colonial heritage
is preserved here in a charming enclave

that lies adjacent to the Ozama River.
This cityscape of 16th century dwellings
and imposing late medieval palaces and
fortresses are set amid a refreshingly nongeometric street grid. There you can visit the
Americas’ first cathedral and stroll its first
street, Las Damas street, named after the
ladies of the court of the first viceroyalty,
center of power and culture from where
the Spanish planned the conquest of
the Américas. The UNESCO declared
the Colonial City a world heritage site in
recognition of Santo Domingo as the cradle
of European civilization in the New World
in 1990. The old city can be easily toured
on foot, with time for shopping in the Calle
El Conde pedestrian shopping district. The
well-lit cobblestone streets and centuriesold facades of the Colonial City house
scores of picturesque cafes and bars, small
hotels and well-established restaurants. In
the expansive Plaza de España framed by
the Columbus Alcazar, the Casas Reales
Museum and the quaint 17th century
sundial, there are many sidewalk cafes
and area restaurants that while open for

lunch come to life after dusk offering an
intimate, yet informal rendezvous for locals
and visitors alike. The Chu Chu Colonial is
a comfortable non-stop 45-minute stroll
passing by the 39 historic sites of the
Colonial City from 9 to 5pm.
There is always something new. In the first
half of 2011 two new museums opened:
The Memorial Museum of Dominican
Resistance showcases the facts and
consequences of the struggles of several
generations of Dominican men and women,
mainly during the 30-year Rafael L. Trujillo
dictatorship.
The
Telecommunications
Cultural
Center tells the history of TV, radio and
telecommunications in the DR.
Plaza de la Cultura. A green oasis in the
heart of the city, this plaza groups the
Modern Art Museum, the Museum of
Dominican Man and the National Theater.
Frequent national and international
performances amidst the galleries or on the

©Mitur / Pate Palo Zona Colonial
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SANTO DOMINGO
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plaza grounds, such as the National Book
Fair that is held in April and May.
Columbus Lighthouse. On the eastern
bank of the Ozama River, this vast
mausoleum in the form of a cross houses
the mortal remains of the Great Discoverer,
as well as exhibits from Spain and almost
every American country.

©Mitur / Catedral Santa María de la Encarnación

The Three Eyes. This open cave takes
visitors below ground to enjoy the visuals
of stalactites and stalagmites, and three
transparent water lagoons some 50-feet
deep.

Santo Domingo is making a statement as
the center of the arts in the Dominican
Republic. Outdoor public art spaces include
the changing photography exhibitions at
the Parque Independencia. City art galleries
are also active, showing off the best of
Dominican art collections. For an overview
prior to buying, visit the Bellapart Art
Museum and the Museum of Modern Art.
These and innumerable private art galleries
constantly show the works of new and
recognized Dominican artists.

Other parks. Eight kilometers long, the
Mirador del Sur Park is the Central Park of
the city, coming especially alive early in the
morning and in the late afternoons.
The Botanical Garden, definitely worth
a visit, is the most beautiful of all, and
features exhibits of tropical flora and one
of the world’s most exquisite Japanese
gardens amidst its 2 million square meters.
Santo Domingo’s Zoo, with a new
children’s area where animal petting is
a reality, is a sprawling plain on which
exotic and local fauna roam free over an
expansive 1.5-million square meter area of
grounds located north of the city. Nearby,
the Mirador del Norte Park is a sprawling
area for long walks and picnics.

City of Parks

Sports City

National Aquarium. Near the Lighthouse,
the park-like atmosphere of the aquarium
enables children and adults to get to know
sea creatures upfront. The shark tunnel and
turtle exhibits are favorites of visitors.

Santo Domingo boasts some of the
Caribbean’s best sports facilities located
at the Juan Pablo Duarte Olympic Center
and the Mirador del Este Park. Many of
these venues were built for the 2003 Pan
American Games and continue to host

City of Art

important regional championships.
Mobil 1 Autodrome Las Américas.
City’s car race track where national and
international events take place several times
a year.
V Centenario Horse Race Track. Enjoy
a divine view of the Caribbean while
watching thoroughbred races.
Baseball. From the last week of October
through the first week of February, the
world’s finest baseball is played at Santo
Domingo’s Quisqueya Ball Park. Watch
many of the Major League players in action
as they reinforce their local teams. The
peak of the season is mid-January to the
first week in February as the championship
unfolds to decide who will represent the
Dominican Republic in the Caribbean
World Series.
Pomier Caves. Pomier is the largest cave
system in the Caribbean, comprising 54
caves, 30 of which contain more than
4,000 wall drawings and rock carvings left
behind by the Taino Indians. Pomier lies
in the neighboring southern province of
San Cristóbal, a short drive away. An area
within the cave has been equipped by the
Vacation Planner
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Ministry of Environment to receive guided
visits.

Golf
Las Lagunas National Course. Km. 20
Duarte Highway, Santo Domingo • Tel 809
372- 7441 • Year opened: 1989 • 18 holes
par 72. Widely spread over hilly terrain with
the lush vegetation reflected in several
small lakes.
Isabel Villas Country Club. Avenida
Belice, Urb. Isabel Villas, Cuesta Hermosa III,
Arroyo Hondo, Santo Domingo • Tel 809385-0066• Year opened: 1997 • 9 holes
par 3. Located in northern Santo Domingo
alongside the Isabela River.

Beauty and health
Santo Domingo is home to hundreds of
beauty parlors, some very upscale, and the
city is well-known for its beauticians and
hair stylists and spas for a day of pampering.
Among the better known facilities are Daisy
Gran Salón, The Payot Institute at Salón
Llongueras, Hermanos Dueñas, Virginia Spa
and Jean Louis David. Day passes can be
purchased at city gyms, such as Body Shop
and Gold’s Gym, to keep up the body-

©Mitur / Torre del Homenaje, Fortaleza Ozama
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building routines. Some hotels feature
onsite sports facilities, such as the Jaragua,
Meliá Santo Domingo, V Centenario InterContinental, Dominican Fiesta or Hotel
Santo Domingo.

Shopping
Santo Domingo is built for shopping, with
several malls located in the Sarasota to
John F. Kennedy avenue environs, including
Acropolis, Americana Departamentos,
Bella Vista Mall, Blue Mall, Plaza Central,
Plaza Lama, Plaza Naco, Acropolis, Centro
Cuesta, Diamond Mall, and Ikea among
others. Other city shopping areas are El
Conde Street, Duarte Avenue, Carrefour
and the Luperón Avenue shopping district.
Mercado Modelo. A farmer’s market
that has converted itself into the country’s
largest display of arts and crafts. Located
on Mella Avenue, the market lies within
walking distance of El Conde pedestrian
shopping district and the many souvenir
shops that line the streets of Arzobispo
Meriño and Isabel la Católica in the Colonial
City. Take your time.
Art. Santo Domingo is the preferred choice

for shopping for fine Dominican art in the
city’s many fine galleries.
Ambar and Larimar museums. Jorge
Caridad, one of the country’s leading amber
jewelers, opened the amber and larimar
museums to share his personal collection of
outstanding pieces and his vast knowledge
of these semi-precious gems with visitors.
Within walking distance of the Cathedral
of Santo Domingo, the museums feature
adjacent jewelry stores for shopping.

Meetings
The extraordinary combination of a
sophisticated, modern metropolis with
a historically significant cityscape, fine
dining and busy cultural scene and night
life, as well as city parks and a beautiful
tropical seaside location, with proximity
to world-class beaches, make the capital
city of the Dominican Republic a prime
choice for meetings. Capital city hotels
can accommodate small meetings to large
groups of up to 2,000 in the ballrooms of the
Dominican Fiesta and Jaragua Renaissance.
The Barceló Santo Domingo, Courtyard
Santo Domingo, Hilton Santo Domingo,
Holiday Inn Santo Domingo, Meliá Santo

SANTO DOMINGO
Domingo, Occidental El Embajador and
V Centenario InterContinental also offer
covered venues for large meetings. There
are also many auditoriums with capacity of
up to 5,000 that can be booked for events.
Convention and meetings planners are
experienced in orchestrating the perfect
balance of substantive business meetings
with
entertaining
“theme
nights”,
intriguing excursions and cultural activities.

Nightlife
Without a doubt, the country’s finest
nightlife is found in Santo Domingo. For
starters, the restaurants rival those of any
cosmopolitan city in the world. Whether
your choice of restaurant is in the modern
Naco-Winston Churchill area, Gazcue, the
Malecon or the Colonial City, be prepared
to discover perhaps the largest and finest
selection of restaurants of any Caribbean

city. Several of the larger hotels feature
casinos.

Hard Rock Café features weekly concerts
with music world legendary performers.

Dominicans dine late, as you will notice,
with restaurants standing empty at around
6 pm and filling with patrons after 9 pm.
After-dinner activities abound for an
evening spent on the town. Begin with an
outing to the National Theater or Palacio
de Bellas Artes, with their weekend-toweekend schedule of cultural events and
world-famous performers. Join the city’s
youthful population that conglomerates
at the plush discos and fashionable clubs
of the Naco-Winston Churchill-Piantini
(Polígono Central) area, including Gustavo
Mejía Ricart and Abraham Lincoln avenues.
The small bars and cafes of the Colonial City
(La Zona for the young set) stay open until
late on weekends. Casa de Teatro culture
center has varied nightly performances and

If merengue, salsa and bachata are
what you’re looking for there is Jet Set
Discotheque, across from where Presidente
beer is manufactured. Or the Ozama Bridge
to the Zona Oriental, where large dance
halls feature live popular group bands on
holiday evenings and weekends along the
Venezuela Avenue. You will note the many
“colmadones”, which are small grocery
stores that have evolved into open-air bars
since the popularization of the newer,
larger supermarkets that have opened in
those areas.
Casinos welcome tourists late at night
in several city hotels. See www.dr1.com/
calendar for a listing of ongoing events.
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BOCA CHICA & JUAN DOLIO
One beach after another, great restaurants, centrally located for visiting
multiple destinations, near the capital city, strolls along the coastline,
golf mecca, horseback riding, baseball town, Cueva de las Maravillas...

©Mitur / Juan Dolio
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©Restaurante El Pelicano, Hotel Oasis Hamaca

Southeastern
regional
coastal
strip
featuring the beaches of Boca Chica,
Caribe (Embassy), Guayacanes and Juan
Dolio, all within a less than 20 minutes
drive from each other. Several golf/
residential communities have developed in
the Guayacanes-Juan Dolio area.
The golf courses and beaches attract many
residents from the nearby capital city of
Santo Domingo, bringing a boom of good
restaurants from Boca Chica to Juan Doilio.

Getting there
The closest airport is Santo Domingo’s
Las Américas International Airport (SDQ),
a 10-minute drive west of Boca Chica,
20 minutes from Juan Dolio. But the La
Romana International Airport (LRM) is also
relatively close to destinations in this area,
an additional 25-45 minutes east.
See Santo Domingo and La Romana
sections for flight information.
Getting Around
Due to the multiple attractions, tourists
staying in hotels in this area should consider
renting a car to get around this 40 kms of
coastal area. This will allow day trips to
Santo Domingo or La Romana, and to the
many beaches that embellish this strip.
Otherwise, minibuses make stops along the
highway. Of course, there are hotel taxis
available 24 hours a day.

Attractions
Beaches
The seaside area is made up of four stretches
of public beach – Boca Chica, Playa Caribe
(Embassy), Guayacanes and Juan Dolio,
around which all-inclusives, small hotels,
residences, apartments, restaurants and
shops have sprung up. The four beaches
differ, however.

in nearby port area of Andres, this club is
host for the 50th International Optimist
Dinghy Association (IODA) World Sailing
Championship (15-26 July 2012). To this
day, Boca Chica is a prime area for learning
to sail on weekends and during the summer.
Laser, Sunfish and Optimist instructors use
the yacht club as base.

Scuba diving

Boca Chica is the largest reef-protected
lagoon in the Caribbean. This is a white
sand and turquoise-colored beach where
the waters range from shallow to a strip of
around two meters deep before getting to
the coral reef.

Visitors can enjoy the water sports program
which includes the opportunity to scuba
dive at nearby La Caleta Underwater
National Park, site of the Hickory and El
Limón wrecks.

By contrast, Playa Caribe (Embassy) is about
small waves in the morning that become big
waves apt for surfing and body boarding as
the afternoon advances.
Juan Dolio and Guayacanes are two sideby-side but non-continuous beaches that sit
on generally placid waters surrounded by a
coral reef that separates the beach from the
Caribbean Sea.

This area is gaining a reputation as a golfer’s
mecca. It features two public courses
around residential communities.

Major high-rise real estate developments
mark the area as more visitors want to
make theirs the lovely views looking into
the Caribbean over the extended Juan
Dolio beach. Guayacanes, less developed, is
still for long strolls along the coastline.
Santo Domingo Yacht Club. Located

Golf

Los Marlins Golf Course. Metro Country
Club, Autovía del Este Km. 27, Juan Dolio,
San Pedro de Macoris • Tel 809 526-3315
• Year opened: 1995 • 18 holes par 72.
Resort/ residential golf community located
near Juan Dolio beach. Designed by Charles
Ankrom.
Guavaberry Golf & Country Club. Autovía
del Este, Juan Dolio, San Pedro de Macoris
• Tel 809 333-4653 • Year opened: 2002.
18 holes par 72. Championship course
designed by Gary Player that sensitively
blends into the landscape bordering a
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tropical forest and nature preserve with
coral rock formations.
Guavaberry Equestrian Center. Apt for
trail rides or horse riding lessons. Onehour rides are available in the morning or
afternoon, seven days a week, for adults
and children.

Baseball
From the end of October through January,
you may catch a game of winter league
professional baseball at the Tetelo Vargas
Ball Park in San Pedro de Macorís. This
city is hometown of Sammy Sosa, Alfonso
Soriano and Vladimir Guerrero. Several
Dominican MLB stars regularly take action
on their winter season teams, including the
Estrellas Orientales, homeclub of San Pedro.

Caving
Halfway between San Pedro de Macoris
and La Romana, Cueva de las Maravillas
(Cave of Marvels) is the first natural cavern
that was opened to the general public in
the Dominican Republic. For its design,
the Bienal Miami + Beach bestowed
upon it the Landscape Architecture-Public
Award. Definitely worth a visit, the cave’s
240-meter footpath takes tourists to a
majestic journey 25 feet underground,
where the imagination is set loose and
500-year-old pictographs come to life. The

stalagmites and stalactites appear like the
notes of an orchestra playing on the grand
stage of an enormous theater hall. The cave
boasts a unique collection of approximately
500 rupestrian paintings created by the
pre-Columbian inhabitants of the island.
An airfield makes possible flying into the
site from far away eastern and northern
destinations.
Rancho Capote & Cueva Fun Fun operate
one hour away from San Pedro de Macoris,
up in the hills of Hato Mayor, where
adventure lovers can book an excursion
to this cave and its seven kilometers of
underground trails. Experience the dark,
depths of the earth, its giant corridors and
cave art, and have a magical swim in the
subterranean river. The excursion begins
with a ride on horseback and a walk
through the jungle, followed by the cave
adventure and ending with a well-deserved
lunch. Several hotels offer this excursion, as
a guide is an absolute necessity to visit this
cave.

Other sports
East Park Sports Complex. Located
15 minutes away are the facilities of the
Parque del Este, the site of tennis, archery,
handball, soccer, gymnastics, weightlifting,
field hockey and table tennis and precision
shooting arena for the 2003 Pan American

Games. Boca Chica will always be an
excellent choice for sports delegations
seeking to combine prime accommodations
with beach.

Shopping
Boca Chica to Juan Dolio is an area dotted
with numerous small gift shops. San
Pedro’s Jumbo supermarket is about 20
minutes east, and is where to stock up on
good rum, beer and groceries.
Observe the city’s collection of precious
architecture from early 20th Century, a
boom era for the port city.
New golf and beach developments offer
attractive investment opportunities for
those seeking second vacation homes or
apartments.

Nightlife
The evening activity centers on the
collection of restaurants in the Boca Chica,
Guayacanes and Juan Dolio area. The
popular eateries are traditional Boca Marina
and El Neptuno in Boca Chica, El Sueño and
Deli Swiss in Guayacanes, and El Con Cón
and Mesón Español in Juan Dolio. Beach
fun iextends well into the evening. There
are also hotel casinos and discos in the area.

©Mitur / Boca Chica
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LA ROMANA & BAYAHIBE
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LA ROMANA & BAYAHIBE
Golfer's paradise, yachting, horseback riding, weekend cyclists, tennis
fans, hunters and skeet shooters, miles of beach, Altos de Chavón, Park
of the East Saona and Catalina excursions, scuba diving...
Casa de Campo positioned La Romana on
the travel map as a tropical golfer’s paradise
in the 70s. Over the years, the destination
has added more worldclass golf courses. To
complement the golfers, yachtsmen and
water sports buffs join horseback riders,
weekend cyclists, tennis fans, hunters and
skeet shooters alike who all enjoy mingling
with the Dominican Republic’s jetsetters.
Visitors meet up with their friends who
have migrated to their homes in La Romana
to escape the stress of big city life. The city
was originally built around and maintained
by the large sugar mill years before tourism
became the mainstay in this region. Even
now, the seasonal production of sugar fills
the air with the sweet smell of molasses and
the design of the La Romana International
Airport (LRM) mirrors a sugar cane mill, as
a reminder of the days when sugar was
king. La Romana and the nearby beach
town of Bayahibe and Dominicus have just
the right mix of right-on-the-beach hotels,
small restaurants and shopping to make
a comfortable visiting and living. One of
the best beaches in the country, Bayahibe
(Dominicus) is only a 30-minute drive away
from La Romana city, and is where the
largest concentration of hotel rooms can be
found.

Getting around
Guests of Casa de Campo will enjoy internal
golf car transportation. A taxi may be taken
to La Romana city and Bayahibe and car
rentals are also readily available and enable
tourists to take advantage of what the area
and environs offer. There is a scheduled
bus service from La Romana city to Santo
Domingo every half hour for most of the
day, and several times a day to Punta Cana.

Attractions
Altos de Chavón. Altos de Chavón is
the principal cultural attraction of the
region, where the best national and
international artists perform at the 5,000seat amphitheater. This re-created 16th
century Mediterranean village overlooks
the mesmerizing Chavón River. When
established in 1981, Altos de Chavón was
declared a working artists’ village by its
creators, who dedicated it to the fine and
applied arts. It’s other-worldly cobblestone
streets and quaint architecture overlooking
Chavón River conceal charming shops,
fine restaurants, intimate bars, artisanal
workshops, a church, an archaeological

museum and a university that specializes in
design and is affiliated to Parson’s School of
Design in New York.
Casa de Campo Marina. This marina,
residential and shopping precinct was
designed to evoke Portofino, Italy located
where the mouth of the Chavón River
opens into the Caribbean Sea. This is the
place where the Dominican Republic’s
rich-and-famous meet, play and host their
international jet-set companions.
Those that are not an owner or guest
at Casa de Campo, need to take a tour,
purchase a day pass or have a reservation
to enter the premises.

Beaches
Bayahibe town and beach. This is a laid
back fishing town and beach with its nearby
collection of small hotels, restaurants and
few shops. Bayahibe is the site from where
many excursions to the nearby Saona and
Catalina islands are launched. The Vive
Bayahibe cultural movement presents
events to make the town an attractive

Getting there
La Romana International Airport locates
most tourists, whether headed to La
Romana, Casa de Campo, Bayahibe or
Dominicus areas, less than 20 minutes from
their hotel.
This airport is served by regular flights
to/from: American Airlines (Miami) and
American Eagle (San Juan, Puerto Rico),
JetBlue (San Juan, New York), Air Canada
(Toronto), Air Italy and Blue Panorama
(Rome and Milano). There are Neos charter
flights from Milan, Italy.
©Mitur / Bayahibe
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©Mitur / Bayahibe

an unrestricted access to Dominicus beach
between Viva Wyndham Dominicus Palace
and Iberostar Hacienda hotels.
Catalina Island. Catalina is an around
15km2 uninhabited offshore wildlife
reserve located 8 kms south of La Romana,
easily accessed by sea. Tourists visit for the
snorkeling and scuba diving, and new in
the area is the outstanding Living Museum
of the Sea for viewing remains of the 17th
Century sunken ship of legendary Captain
William Kid. For the least adventurous, glass
bottom boats take tourists out to observe
the submarine world.

©Mitur / Altos de Chavón

destination in itself and connecting free
shuttle buses are available from most
Dominicus beach area hotels. The town lies
10 minutes from Dominicus Beach resorts
and less than half an hour from Casa de
Campo or the city of La Romana.
Dominicus town and beach. Catering
for the local residents and the occasional
tourists that stray from the all-inclusive
resort, a handful of casual restaurants and
shops dot the Dominicus beach strip hotels.
This is a prestigious BlueFlag beach. There is
24

Saona Island. Located in the National Park
of the East, the excursion to Saona Island
is the most popular all-day trip taken by
tourists visiting the southeastern or eastern
coast. The ride along the shallow coastline
is one of the fine points of reaching this
palm-studded paradisiacal island, whose
115-square kilometer area makes it the
largest in the Dominican Republic. Also
of interest is a visit to Palmilla (a natural
pool) with its shallow crystalline waters
and underlying sea stars that span a large
area on the way to the island of Saona.
Saona is the living image of the best of
the Caribbean with its many fine, whitesanded beaches and a small picturesque

community of Mano Juan.
The National Park of the East. 420-square
kilometer flora and fauna reserve, it is also
a major archaeological center for Taino
Indian culture. Botanists have counted
539 flora species there, while 144 types of
birds are also known to make the park their
home. Hikes can start from Bayahibe and
Boca de Yuma towns, a certified Ministry of
Environment guide is required.
The Padre Nuestro Ecological and
Archaeological Trail, equidistant from
Bayahibe and Dominicus, makes it easy to
appreciate the tropical vegetation along a 2
km hike into areas populated by the Tainos
hundreds of years ago.

Scuba diving
The area is well known for the dive
operations located at the resorts. Observe
the marine life at the underwater sanctuary
created by the sunken St. Georges cargo
vessel off the Viva Wyndham Dominicus
Beach. Thousands of colorful sea creatures
make scuba diving a major attraction for
those vacationing in the area.
The Living Museum of the Sea with its
Captain Kidd shipwreck site is a leading
attraction for snorkeling and scuba divers

LA ROMANA & BAYAHIBE
in the Caribbean. Indiana University and
Dominican archaeologists have worked
together to create the underground
attraction that showcases the Cara
Merchant, the ship Captain William Kidd
commandeered and then abandoned in
1699 as he raced to New York in an ill-fated
attempt to clear his name of piracy charges.
The Captain Kidd site is the only pirate ship
ever discovered in the Caribbean and one
of only three discovered in the Americas. It
is located off Catalina Island.

Golf
The Teeth of the Dog. Casa de Campo,
La Romana • Tel 809 523-8115 • Year
opened: 1971 • 18 holes par 72. World
renown championship course fronting the
Caribbean on seven holes.
The Links. Casa de Campo, La Romana
• Tel 809 523-8115 • Year opened: 1975
• 18 holes par 72. Championship course
within the resort-residential community of
Casa de Campo.
Dye Fore. Casa de Campo, La Romana •
Tel 809 523-8115 • Year opened: 2003 •
18 holes par 72. A ‘Dyebolic’ course. The
holes run parallel to the Chavón River with
a breathtaking view of mountains to the
north or the Caribbean Sea to the south.
La Estancia. El Limón, La Romana • Tel 809
813-6012 • Opened: 2008 • 18 holes par
72. La Estancia makes an impression with

its green fields, views over the Chavon River
and proximity to Bayahibe beaches.

Family activities
With its great variety of sports, activities and
outdoor excursions, La Romana, Bayahibe
and Dominicus area is family-oriented. Take
PADI certification diving courses, learn to
windsurf, kayak or canoe, take a banana
boat ride, go fishing, horseback riding,
zipline, 4-wheel motorcycle riding and
much more.
Visit the Cueva de las Maravillas, the cave
between San Pedro de Macoris and La
Romana, or the Cueva de Bienve in Boca
de Yuma.

Shopping
La Romana town, Altos de Chavon and
shops in the Casa de Campo and Dominicus
and Bayahibe beach areas sell many locallymade arts and crafts. Jumbo or Plaza Lama
at La Romana city are good places to stock
up on good Dominican rum and cigars, or
buy Dominican marmalades or sweets.
A 1km Discover Bayahibe route takes
tourists around the flora and cultural
heritage of the town with its early 20th
century church, Indian burial site, and the
Flower of Bayahibe cactus forest, with
plenty of opportunities for shopping at

small workshops.
El Artistico Shop. Eclectic and inspiring art
work creations made of recycled iron are
sold at this shop that is located on the main
La Romana city road on the way west.

Nightlife
The nights are when the entertainment
staff of the hotels show off their artistic
talents.
Altos de Chavón. Some of the world’s
best perform on the Chavón amphitheater
stage, especially on long weekends. From
December to April, you might be able to
catch a Kandelá tropical music extravaganza
with more than 50 performers on stage.
Casa de Campo Marina. This marina,
residential and shopping center was
designed to evoke Portofino, Italy and is
located where the mouth of the Chavón
River opens into the Caribbean Sea.
La Romana city features many restaurants,
discos, liquor stores and beer bars cater to
residents.
In Bayahibe, the restaurants and the
colmadones or open bars are where people
linger in the evening.

©Mitur / La Marina, Casa de Campo
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EAST COAST
Cap Cana, Punta Cana, Cabeza de Toro, Bávaro, El Cortecito, Arena Gorda, Uvero Alto, Macao

© / Campo de Golf Punta Espada
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Golf, miles of beaches, catamaran boat rides, double-decker party boats,
dining by the beach, parasailing, marine life observation, sports fishing,
diving, four- wheel bike rides, snorkeling, flying boats and taxi boats, zip
lines, surfing, kite surfing, party boats...
The 50-km eastern coastal stretch from Uvero Alto to Cap Cana is
for people of all ages who are primarily in search of rest, relaxation
and water fun. All-inclusive resorts prevail in this area, making
vacations very carefree. Because of the lovely beach settings,
weddings are frequently held at resorts. Most hotels attract families
by offering child-friendly facilities. The area has gone upscale, with
a handful of award-winning boutique hotels and luxury resorts.
Most of the older hotels in the area have renovated to offer larger
plush facilities, seeking to cater to the more discerning baby boom
tourist and the affluent young that seek the ultimate in comfort in
the Caribbean.

Getting there
Punta Cana International Airport is the preferred port of entry,
from which area hotels are a 10- to 45-minute drive away.
This airport offers scheduled service by:
USA: American Airlines (Miami, New York), Caribbean Sun Airlines
(Miami), Continental (Newark), Delta (Atlanta), JetBlue (New York),
Spirit (Fort Lauderdale), US Airways (Charlotte, Philadelphia), USA
3000 (Philadelphia, Cleveland, Chicago, Miami, San Juan)
Canada: Air Canada (Toronto, Montreal), Air Transat (Montreal),
Sunwing Airlines (Toronto, Montreal), West Jet Airlines (Toronto,
Montreal).
Caribbean: Air France (Pointe-a-Pitre), Air Antilles (Pointe-a-Pitre,
Fort-de-France), American Eagle (San Juan), Caribbean Sun Airlines
(San Juan), Condor (Antigua), Martinair (Cancún, Montego Bay).

Europe: Air Berlin (Dusseldorf), Condor (Frankfurt), Iberworld
(Madrid, Barcelona), Martinair (Amsterdam), Air France (Paris,
Pointe-a-Pitre), Corsairfly (Paris), XL Airways France (Paris), British
Airways (London), Jetairfly (Bruselas), Aeroflot (Moscow), Transaero
(Moscow).
Latin America: Aerogal (Quito), Aserca (Caracas), Avianca
(Bogotá), Lan Argentina (Buenos Aires), Lan Chile (Santiago de
Chile), Copa Airlines (Panamá), Lan Perú (Lima), White Jets (Sao
Paulo, Manaus).
There is additional charter service from:
USA: Atlanta, Pittsburg, Boston, Dallas, Minneapolis, Washington,
Chicago;
Canada: Montreal, Toronto;
Latin America: Ciudad México, Bogotá, Caracas, Sao Paulo,
Aguadilla, Borinquen, Córdoba, Lima and Quito.
Europe: Madrid, Barcelona, Amsterdam, Zurich, Lisbon, London,
Manchester, East Midlands, New Castle, Prague, Terceira.
Take note that several of these regular and charter flights may be
seasonal. There are also domestic charter flights.
Getting around
While Punta Cana’s interior roads often seem like a labyrinth, there
is some logic to them. They basically lead to the Uvero Alto/Macao
area to the north, the Arena Gorda, Bavaro, El Cortecito, Cabeza

©Mitur / CapCana
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de Toro area in the center of the East Coast
hotel strip, or to the Punta Cana/Cap Cana
area to the south. The new expressway has
considerably cut driving time between the
airport and the most northern resort area.
There is an express bus service from Punta
Cana to Santo Domingo. There is also
service to La Romana, with a stopover in
Higuey.
Most visitors will take advantage of the
excursions offered at the hotels, for which
transportation is provided. Taxi service is
available at hotels and car rentals can be
obtained for those wanting to tour the area
independently. The locals get around using
public transport minibus and van service
that is also available to tourists but must be
taken from outside the hotels.

Attractions
Beaches
The main attraction of this area is its
beaches that border the meeting point of
the Atlantic Ocean and the Caribbean Sea.
The turquoise waters of the ocean and the
contrasting white sands of most eastern
beaches create a lasting impression that
entices visitors to spread the word about
Punta Cana.
Beaches with access from the outside roads
are: Cabeza de Toro, Bávaro, El Cortecito
and Macao. With some exceptions, there
are no restrictions for tourists walking along
one hotel beach to another, although there
are frequent patches of undeveloped land
tracks between.
Cap Cana (Juanillo). Where the new Cap

©Mitur / CapCana
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Cana hotels and residences development
is going up with its Jack Nicklaus signature
Punta Espada golf course.
Punta Cana. The beachstrip where the
area got its start. White sands and calm
waters are protected by an eight-kilometer
reef that runs parallel to Punta Cana. Site
of Club Med, Puntacana and Tortuga Bay
hotels. There is snorkeling at its coral and
tropical fish aquarium and kitesurfing at
Playa Blanca.
Cabeza de Toro. This area of white sands
is adjacent to the Cabeza de Toro Yacht
Club (an affiliate of the Santo Domingo
Yacht Club) that is used for summer fishing
tournaments. Public access.
Bávaro. Area dotted with the largest
number of resorts. White soft sands, coralreef protected waters. This is the most
developed area in the eastern beach strip.
Jellyfish stands out as a beach and dine
popular restaurant.
El Cortecito. Public beach area. Seafood
restaurants, such as the popular Captain
Cook and El Pulpo Cojo that serve seafood
on the beach, and lots of souvenir shops
with arts, crafts and water sports rentals.
Arena Gorda. Northern beach location
of the Riu Hotels, Iberostar complex and
Barceló Punta Cana Resort.
Uvero Alto. The area’s northernmost
beach. Sands are fine, but light bronzecolored. Depending on the area, the
beach may border an open ocean with
fun, swelling waves (for adults and good
swimmers), or it may be more calm and
closed in.
Macao. An open beach is now famous for
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its surfing school. Watch the surfers as they
take the waves.
Excursions. Along the East Coast, many
hotels and private operators on the
beach offer: catamaran boat rides, speed
boats a la James Bond, flying boats, glass
bottom boats for marine life observation,
sport fishing, double-decker party boats,
restaurant dining at sunset on the sea,
parasailing, snorkeling and scuba diving.
There are also boat taxis that can take you
from one hotel to another via the beach.
This is all in addition to banana boating,
kayaking, windsurfing, sailing, and beach
volleyball that are offered onsite at the
hotels. There are many ways to enjoy Punta
Cana and excursions on four-wheel bike
rides, buggy rides, jeep safaris, monster
trucks. Helicopter rides will give you a
privileged view of the area.
Snorkeling. Area snorkeling excursions
take groups out to The Aquarium (east
of Club Med) and towards the reef off El
Cortecito beach.
Manatí Park. A 130,000-square meter
recreational area offering permanent
exhibitions of birds and reptiles. The park
also puts on a show with parrots and
dancing horses. A new sister area has been
built on the ocean off Bávaro Beach for
swimming with the dolphins.

Culture
City of Higuey. Higuey is the capital of the
province of La Altagracia and where most
of the Dominicans who work in the east
coast beach strip live. There the Basílica de

EAST COAST
la Altagracia that honors the patron saint
of Dominicans, the Virgin of La Altagracia,
stands tall in tribute to the religious fervor
of the Dominican people. The country’s
faithful pay homage to the Virgin with an
annual pilgrimage to Higuey every January
21 and for the celebration of the dedication
of the bulls to the Virgen, and outstanding
Paso Higueyano horse show from 14-16
August.
Ponce de León house-museum. Located
in San Rafael de Yuma, a detour south
of the route that leads to Higuey, this
plantation home of medieval architecture is
now a museum. The setting brings visitors
back to 1505 when Ponce de León lived
there with his wife and three daughters
and commanded the east of the country
for the Spanish colonizers, thriving on a
wood export business. He set sail from the
picturesque Boca de Yuma bay in 1508 to
colonize Puerto Rico where he was named
governor. Later in 1513, he traveled to the
Bahamas and conquered Florida for Spain.
Those who travel a bit further south from
the museum out to Boca de Yuma may
enjoy catch-of-the-day fish dishes, bachata
dancing, great views and cave exploring.
Punta Cana Underwater Park. 12
sculptures depicting characters and
customs of Igneri and Taino Indians, the
inhabitants of the area at the arrival of the
Spanish conquistadors, make up this new
cultural attraction in the Punta Cana area.
Thimo Pimentel, of the Punta Cana Village
Art Gallery, masterminded the park. The
sculptures are located 50 feet deep. The
Puntacana Ecological Foundation is
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backing the exhibition as a way to stimulate
coral and small fish growth in the area as
these make their homes on or around the
statues.

Family activities
Many hotels in the area draw families as
their guests, improving constantly their
facilities for children of all ages. Mini-clubs
abound at the resorts with circus training at
Barceló Punta Cana, the Flintstones Theme
Park at the Meliá Caribe Tropical, Dreams
Palm Beach’s land pirate boat children’s
activities, and the well-known Club Med
Punta Cana children’s program. Day passes
are available to combine facilities available
at the different hotels.

Spas
In line with its focus on rest and relaxation,
several resorts in Punta Cana offer some
of the country’s best spas with excellent
facilities off and on the beach.

Golf
If golf is an essential part of your vacation,
consider booking at one of hotels that own
their golf course or among the multiple
properties that offer golf packages at the
nearby courses. Golf courses in the area,
from south to north are:
Punta Espada Golf Course. Cap Cana,
La Altagracia • Tel 809 688 5587 • Year
opened: 2006. 18 holes par 72. First Jack
Nicklaus golf course built in the Dominican
Republic. This course combines great ocean
and bluff-side golf holes with beautiful
views of the Caribbean Sea.

La Cana Golf Course. Punta Cana, La
Altagracia. Tel 809 959-2262 • Year
opened 2000 • 18 holes par 72. PB Dye’s
challenge features 14 holes with views of
the Caribbean Sea, and four playing along
the briny itself.
Los Corales Golf Course. Punta Cana,
La Altgracia. Tel 809 959-2262 • Opening
spring 2009 • 18 holes par 72. Private
course at The Puntacana Resort & Club.
Home to the Puntacana Golf Academy.
Designer: Tom Fazio.
Catalonia Caribe Golf Course. Cabeza
de Toro, La Altagracia. Tel 809 321-7058
• Year opened: 2006 • 18 holes par 72.
Alberto Solá designed the Caribe Golf
Course to be a narrow and technical course
where the fair greens challenge any kind of
player. The location, the palm trees and the
lush tropical foliage give the golfer a feeling
of playing in the Caribbean. The Catalonia
Beach Resort also features a nine-hole golf
course, designed by Solá, which opened in
2000, it has five lakes and shade trees.
Golf de Bávaro. Bávaro, La Altagracia
(Barcelo Bavaro Resorts). Tel 809 686-5797,
Ext. 1859 • Year Opened: 1991, renovated
2010 • 18 hole par 72 course. Original
design Juan Manuel Gordillo, renovation
by PB Dye. Alternating holes surrounded by
vegetation or bordering lakes for enjoyment
of players of all levels.
Cocotal Golf & Country Club. Bávaro, La
Altagracia (Sol Meliá Caribe Tropical) • Tel
809 221-1290, Ext. 2000 • Year opened:
2000 • 18 holes par 72. Serene lakes
and swaying coconut trees surround this
challenging golf course in the Palma Real
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residential community. Designed by Jose
“Pepe” Gancedo.
White Sands Golf. Arena Gorda, Bavaro,
La Altagracia • Tel 809 689-4653 •
Year opened: 2005 • 18 holes par 72.
Challenging golf course designed by sixtime Spanish champion, Pepe Gancedo.
The setting is in harmony with nature’s
flora and fauna.
Punta Blanca Golf Course. Bávaro,
La Altagracia. Tel 809 468-4734 • Year
opened: 2007 • An inland golf course,
easily accessible to the Bávaro hotels. This
is a Nick Price signature course where
wetland areas with large waste bunkers
and big lakes naturally built into the tropical
vegetation provide a challenge for golfers.
Cana Bay Palace Golf. Macao, La
Altagracia • Tel 809 687-0000 • Year
opened: 2010 • 18 holes par 72 • Design
by Jack Nicklaus and Mark Meijer that
perfectly integrates nature and shoreline.
Iberostar Bávaro Golf. Bávaro, La
Altagracia • Tel 809 552-1359, Ext. 1455
• Year opened: 2010 • 18 holes par 72
• Designed by PB Dye • Outstanding
rockwork borders this Oceanside course.
For a complete hole-by-hole review of Punta
Cana golf courses, see www.dr1.com/golf

Nature and culture trips
A dozen companies offer safari-type
adventures into the countryside, taking
tourists on jeeps, four-wheel motorbikes,
buggy convertibles, monster trucks, and
many other adventure vehicles. You may
fancy observing a tropical wilderness,
visiting a countryside home, examining
tropical crops, going for a dip at a fantastic
deserted beach or for a swim in a cool
river that may even permit some tubing.
A Dominican countryside lunch, which
gets great reviews from tourists, is usually
included. Horseback riding is also popular
in Punta Cana, and the option of riding on a
deserted white-sanded beach, which makes
for great photographs, is also available.
Bávaro Runners Zipline Adventure.
Experience the thrill of flying. The
exhilarating adventure takes you flying
across the magnificent Anamuya Lake.
Your tour consists of 16 platforms and 12
Zip Lines, including the two longest lines in
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the Dominican Republic and the Caribbean,
stretched across the length of the mountain
range throughout 2 miles.
Punta Cana Ecological Reserve. A
treasure house of tropical flora and fauna
that helps you understand the environs.
Trails meander through tropical forest
settings where visitors can see unusual
plants and rare and endangered animals.
Living exhibitions display the wide web
of Caribbean biodiversity, showcasing
bird and insect life, the native iguana
and Dominican farm animals. The Indian
Eyes Park culminates in a cooling dip in
one of the eleven lagoons after winding
through deep green tunnels of over 500
species of exotic plants, worm and bee
farms. Segway Eco Tours offered guided
visits to the project and nearby beaches.
Located 10 minutes east of the Punta Cana
International Airport. Advance reservations
required for guided tours and visits to the
science facilities.

Shopping
All Punta Cana hotels offer a selection of
arts and crafts in their gift shops. Artisans
visit most hotels one or two evenings a
week selling their wares. Beach plazas sell
similar items.
Shopping plazas outside of the hotels
also dot the main roads, with the largest
collection of shops found in Bávaro, El
Cortecito and Punta Cana. Several large
gift shops line the entrance into the city
of Higuey from the East. The largest area
shopping centers are the Palma Real Village
Shopping Mall and the San Juan Shopping
Center in Bávaro and the Puntacana Village,
further south in Puntacana.

Meetings
Punta Cana features the largest and most
modern meeting facilities at the Barceló
Bávaro Convention Center and the Punta
Cana Hard Rock Hotel in Macao. Hotels
in the area feature smaller facilities for
meetings and conventions.

Nightlife
Most area resorts feature small, onsite
casinos, show areas, nightclubs or discos

that cater exclusively to their guests. In
many cases, public access to the resorts
for the day/evening is available for a fee.
Several discos at the hotels are open to
the general public (tourists, hotel guests
and local employees). These are Pachá
Discotheque (at Riu Hotels), Areito (Caribe
Club Princess), and the Mangú Discotheque
(Occidental Grand Flamenco Hotel) with its
giant screen for following important sports
events. Imagine (near the Cocoloco-Riu
crossing), Hard Rock Café Punta Cana at
the Palma Real Village Shopping Center are
for meeting with friends, and enjoying live
shows and contemporary beats. Palacio del
Cine also at the Palma Real Mall offers firstrun films.
In front of the Bávaro Princess, Tower
Princess Casino is the largest in the east
coastline, and offers free access to the
general public.
The Hard Rock Hotel Punta Cana has the
largest casino in the country, with 45,000
square meters and its Moon Bar for
dancing and shows. Check out the new
Oro Nightclub, managed by MMG, with
its lights show and “funktion one” sound,
innovating infinity bar, right up there with
the best discos in Miami and Las Vegas.
Barceló Bávaro Palace Deluxe invites all
in the area to its Friday Tropicalissimo
show, which gives a broad introduction to
Caribbean and Latin music and is open to
guests of all hotels.
Puntacana Village’s shopping center,
opposite the airport, has Punta Cava,
popular among the young executives
of the area. Likewise, Playa Blanca of
the Puntacana Resort & Club frequently
advertises activities open to all in the area.
Live entertainment at the major beach
parties is provided on full moon nights at
the Hurricane Café and Jelly Fish Restaurant
on Bávaro Beach.

SAMANÁ
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For whale-watchers, delicious fish in coconut sauce, coconut tree-lined
sands, beach after beach, tropical forest-covered mountains, boat trips,
El Limón waterfall, mangroves park, scuba diving, jeep safaris, horseback
excursions, ziplining, paintball, wave riding...
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The peninsula of Samaná on the northeast
coast creates the magical bay of Samaná,
which attracts whale-watchers from
around the world to observe the fantastic
conclave of hundreds of humpbacks in
mid-January to the end of March. Samaná
is a land where Europeans, who first came
as tourists, have opened innumerable
small hotels and restaurants. With the
opening of the international airport, the
toll-road highway to Santo Domingo and
the panoramic Touristic Boulevard of the
Atlantic, new investors have come to cater
tourists seeking relaxation at resorts or at
their own vacation homes. Samaná is also
the place to enjoy Dominican specialties,
such as the delicious fish in coconut sauce.
Sandy coves and white sand beaches run
side by side with unexplored patches of
tropical jungle, making for memories of
paradise.

Getting there

The expressway from Santo Domingo to
Samaná makes it is now possible to land in
Santo Domingo’s well-served Las Americas
International Airport (SDQ), and then be in
Samaná in two hours drive time, making it
an option for those who enjoy the freedom
of a rented car.
Likewise, charter flights from Europe
and Canada fly into the new El Catey
International Airport (AZS) that is located
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half an hour from most of the Samaná
tourist destinations. The airport is 20
minutes from Las Terrenas or Samaná city.

on the toll roads to get to Las Terrenas
beach destinations from Santo Domingo (2
hours).

Flights arrive from:
Canada: Air Canada (Montreal, Toronto)

Caribe Tours provides daily bus service from
Santo Domingo (4 hours) several times a
day via San Francisco de Macorís. Caribe
Tours travels to the town of Sánchez from
where a half-hour separate bus or taxi trip
is required to get to Las Terrenas, on the
northern side of the peninsula. The Sánchez
bus continues on to Samaná city, from
where a bus or taxi can be taken to get to
Las Galeras (less than half an hour).

Europe: XL Airways (Paris), Orbest (Lisbon),
ThomsonFly (Gatwick).
USA: JetBlue (New York)
There are other seasonal charter flights.
The express toll road makes it possible to
arrive at Las Américas International Airport
in Santo Domingo (SDQ) with its many
flight connections and be at the beach
in two hours time. At Las Américas, it is
easy to rent a car for visiting all the points
of interest, or to take a taxi to the final
destination.
Likewise, the new Touristic Boulevard of
the Atlantic mean those arriving at the
Santiago or Puerto Plata international
airports are only two hours drive away.
See the Santo Domingo, Puerto Plata and
Santiago sections for flight connections.
Private and chartered domestic flights land
there and at the El Portillo (EPS) and Arroyo
Barril (ABA) airfields, as well as at AZS.
Getting around
It is probably easiest to rent a car and drive

Línea Santiaguera provides daily bus service
from Santiago to Las Terrenas and Samaná
city but makes several stops on the way (5
hours).
Those tourists planning to take the whalewatching trip should consider staying
overnight at one of the city hotels, many of
which are within walking distance from the
port. Once at the beach destination, there
are mini-vans available to get around. The
cheapest mode of transport (although the
least safe) is by motoconcho (motorcycle
taxis).

Attractions
Beaches
Cayo

Levantado.

Robinson

Crusoe-

SAMANÁ
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evoking out island with white sands and
small coves. Cayo Levantado is a short boat
ride from Samaná port.
Las Galeras and Playa Cala Blanca. Las
Galeras is a quiet fishing village located
where the road from Samaná ends. Very
good snorkeling site. It is a popular starting
point for boat trips to Playa Rincon. Playa
Cala Blanca is a shallow, protected beach.
Playa Rincón. Rated by many as one of
the top three beaches in the Dominican
Republic and the Caribbean, it features
almost two miles of coconut tree-lined
sands. There are adjacent coves for private
swimming, all framed by the lush tropical
forest-covered mountains. The area can be
reached by all- terrain vehicle, but is best
reached by boat. Enjoy this lush and solitary
drop of paradise before it becomes a major
tourism center.
Playa Portillo. Beach strip that fronts the
Portillo Beach area resorts and residential
communities.
Playa Popy. Stretch of beach with
turquoise waters and great sand, adjacent
to the Portillo Resort beach. It is a very
popular area that adjoins the main strip
of Las Terrenas and features several small
hotels across the road.
Las Terrenas. A more shallow, all year
long wave-less long beach, allowing
some snorkeling and multicolor sunsets.

Waterfront restaurants compete with the
beach as the major attraction of the area.
There is paintball shortly to the west of the
Portillo Beach area.
Cosón & Playa Bonita. Located at the
west end of Las Terrenas, with a different
road access. The ocean can become rough
at certain times of the year but for those
who enjoy jumping waves, these beaches
will provide all the fun. The less known far
western side of Playa Bonita, from where
a view of Cosón can be seen, consists of
a quiet, shallow swimming pool. Some
excellent restaurants exist in the area, as
well as vendors that will sell barbecued fish
right on the beach.

Natural attractions

El Limón waterfall. Located halfway
between Las Terrenas and Samaná, El Limón
is a must for those visiting Samaná. Start as
early in the morning as possible in order to
reach the top at 4-km before the blazing
sun of noon is at its peak. This excursion is
not recommended if it has been raining the
previous day due to muddy trails. Travelers
have the option of riding up by horse, or
hiking the approximately 4-km trek that
ascends 300 meters through mountainous
tropical vegetation. Several access routes
spring from different paradors and trails
with varying degrees of difficulty are used
to get to the waterfall. Once there, travelers
may award themselves for the extraordinary
effort with a dip under the 40-meter

cascades that plummet into a very deep
swimming pool of crystal clear waters.
Ziplining in El Valle. 12 zip lines, varying
in length from 200 feet to over 1000 feet,
take eco adventurers flying through a forest
and a waterfall in El Valle, between El Limón
and Playa Rincón.
Los Haitises National Park. Think of it
as National Geographic brought to life.
This excursion to the largest estuary in the
insular Caribbean (with an area of 740
km2) brings tourists face to face with thick
mangrove forests, tropical birds, beguiling
scenery and the opportunity to explore
caves. The tour will bring guests by boat
in and out of the pristine keys scattered
off the coast. To reach Los Haitises from
Samaná, a ferry boat must be taken to
Sabana de la Mar, from where a short ride
by land to the Ministry of Environment’s
post near Caño Hondo is taken to obtain
one of the authorized guided boat tours.
Lunch at the Caño Hondo hotel-restaurant
in the area is recommended for delicious
Dominican food.
Whale-watching. Whale-watching in the
Bay of Samaná occurs from 15 January to
30 March, when whales migrate to the
warmer Caribbean waters to mate and
raise their calves. Excursions depart daily
from the Port of Samaná and outskirts of
Sabana de la Mar to observe the whales at
sea.
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A new whale observatory is located at
Punta Balandra at the north exit of the city
of Samaná.
See-the-countryside excursions. Fourwheel quad, buggy or jeep safaris and
horseback excursions can be contracted to
visit the various beautiful deserted beaches
or explore the lush mountains with their
outstanding views.

Scuba Diving

Several scuba diving or snorkeling tours
take tourists to several easily accessible dive
and snorkeling sites, such as the Las Galeras
underwater park maintained by a Japanese
resident off Grand Paradise Samaná Beach
Resort.

Family activities

Samaná’s offerings of shallow beaches
provide fun for the entire family, to
swimmers and paddlers alike. Teenagers
will also love Samaná for the adventures
on the quads, boat tours and wave-riding
beaches. There is paintball for those over 12
years, next door to Balcones del Atlántico in
Las Terrenas.

Golf

Playa Grande. Km. 9 Carretera Río San
Juan- Cabrera, María Trinidad Sánchez
•Tel: (809) 582-0860 • Year opened: 1997

•18 holes par 72. The “Pebble Beach” of
the Caribbean, with 10 holes interacting
with the Atlantic Ocean.

Culture

Samaná city. By the south side, at the
peninsula’s midpoint lies the city of Samaná,
which claims an unusual history. It was
settled by two shiploads of freed American
slaves around 1824. The downtown section
of the city features a protestant church built
back then known as La Churcha. Samaná’s
marina is also the departure site for whalewatching excursions and boat trips to Cayo
Levantado for a day on the beach. The
bridge that links the mainland to a small
cay, which entails about an hour’s walk to
and from, is another city attraction.
In the city there is a small whale’s museum
and another dedicated to relics from ship
wrecks of the colonial era.

Shopping

The city of Samaná offers souvenir shops
along its sea-fronting avenue and marina
from where the boat trips depart to observe
the whales or travel to Sabana de la Mar, on
the southern side of the San Lorenzo Bay.

part of the 20th Century with shops, small
eateries and even an Helados Bon ice cream
parlor.
Las Terrenas is basically comprised of the
main street that runs down to the beaches,
where several shopping centers are located:
Plaza Rosada, Paseo de la Costanera, Casa
Linda and Plaza Taino. Shopping is varied
because of the influence of local French
settlers who sell their own designs of
fashion and crafts. Las Terrenas features
a well-stocked supermarket to service the
community and its guests who stay for
longer periods.

Nightlife

Samaná’s nightlife primarily caters to the
young set that works in the tourism industry
and that is happy to hang out in the centro
cerveceros and colmadones. Nevertheless,
beach restaurants and discotheques carry
on all night long bringing together locals
and tourists. There are several venues
for merengue, bachata and salsa music
located along the main street (Av. Juan
Pablo Duarte) as well as adjacent to the Las
Terrenas beach-fronting road.

Pueblo Samaná. This is a recreation of
the Victorian-style architecture of the first
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Monte Cristi, La Isabela, Luperón, Cofresí, Playa Dorada, Puerto Plata,
Sosúa, Cabarete, Playa Grande, Rio San Juan, Cabrera

Beach towns, relaxed lifestyle, majestic coastal mountains, amber,
Victorian houses, Brugal rum, San Felipe Fort, botanical gardens, Ocean
World Park, golf, ziplining, windsurfing, kiteboarding, sailing, great
photography...
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Nestled by more than 125-kilometers of Atlantic shore (from Monte
Cristi to Playa Grande) the north coast is a thriving assortment of
beach towns, resorts and communities. There, Dominicans and
thousands of foreigners from dozens of countries have settled over
the past 100 years enticed by the relaxed lifestyle and encounters
with nature. Land of rich deposits of the lustrous semi-precious
amber, the north oceanside region is cradled by a chain of majestic
coastal mountains. It was here that Columbus landed on his first
voyage of discovery, and it is here where visitors will discover the

same natural beauty and turquoise waters that enchanted the
Genoese adventurer more than 500 years ago.

Getting there
Puerto Plata’s Gregorio Luperón International Airport (POP) is
the most frequent choice of entry for tourists heading to Cofresí,
Maimón, Luperón, Puerto Plata, Playa Dorada, Sosúa, Cabarete,
Cabrera and Playa Grande hotels, all of them located at a 10- to
45-minute drives from the airport.

©Mitur / Charcos Damajagua
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This airport offers scheduled service
by/from:
United States: American Airlines (Miami),
Continental (Newark), JetBlue (New York).

Caribbean & Central America: American
Eagle (San Juan, Puerto Rico), Air Turks &
Caicos (Providenciales), Aerolíneas Mas
(Port-au-Prince), Copa (Panama).

Canada: Air Canada (Halifax, Montreal,
Quebec, Toronto) and Air Transat (Halifax,
Montreal, Quebec, Toronto), West Jet
(Toronto).

Getting around
Metro and Caribe Tours buses reach Puerto
Plata several times during the day from
Santo Domingo and Santiago. Caribe Tours
provides daily bus service to Sosúa.

Caribbean:
Air
(Providenciales).

Turks

&

Caicos

Central America: Panamá (Copa).
Europe: Condor (Frankfurt), Air Berlin
(Dusseldorf, Munich).
There are charter flights from the cities of
Glasgow, Londres, Manchester (FlyThomas
Cook), Zurich (Edelweiss) and Brussels
(JetairFly) in Europe.
Take note that some of these are seasonal
for winter and summer flights.
These destinations are also served by flights
arriving at the Cibao International Airport
in Santiago, approximately an hour south
of Puerto Plata city. Flights serving Santiago
from the USA: American Airlines (New York
and Miami), Delta (New York), JetBlue (New
York), Spirit (Fort Lauderdale).
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Travel is easy along the north coast as
the main highway runs parallel to the
ocean, with good roads for most of the
stretch. Consider renting a car to see it
all. Minibuses and vans commute several
times a day between the principal tourism
destinations, transporting hotel employees
and Puerto Plata residents, as well as savvy
tourists. In addition to minibuses there are
publics or conchos, the multi-fare paying
taxis that can be waved down and also go
for bargain prices. Expect some cramming
at peak hours (so consider buying two
fares).
There are motoconchos, but note that
while popular, these are the least safe of all
modes of transportation.

Attractions
Puerto Plata city
Puerto Plata is now the only Dominican city

NORTH COAST
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that can truly boast having a beach and
ocean-fronting bicycle trail for the delight
of all its residents.
A tour of Puerto Plata is a cultural one.
Its renovated city park square frequently
hosts city events for the enjoyment of locals
and visitors. On one of the adjacent alleys
connecting Beller and Kennedy streets,
the Callejón Doña Blanca donated by
the Rainieri family (of Punta Cana-fame)
recreates the historic walkway that led to
the first hotel in Puerto Plata, the Hotel del
Comercio.
The around 150 Victorian houses that
date back to the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, especially those that surround
the central park of the city are the city’s
highlight. Located in an 1919-built mansion,
the Amber Museums shows one of the best
amber collections of the world. Its exhibit
of a mosquito encased in amber was used
in the Steven Spielberg film Jurassic Park.
See a 42.5-centimeter lizard fossil, or the
biggest bio-inclusion feather fossil in the
world, a 6-by-2 centimeter fossilized rightwing of a bird estimated to date 25 to 30
million years.
Not too far away, the Taíno Art Museum is

at Plaza Arawak on Calle Beller and is where
to go to learn about the Taíno Indians, the
inhabitants of the island when Columbus
arrived in 1492.
Follow the sea-bordering Puerto Plata
Malecón all the way down to the San
Felipe Fort and Lighthouse in La Puntilla.
On the way west to La Puntilla is the Checo
Merette mural dedicated to the humpback
whales that every year cruise by the Puerto
Plata waters.
On the way east to Playa Dorada, observe
other important works of public art. On the
northeastern side of the city square, works
by the Colectivo de Arte 48 arts school,
and a short drive east see the Antera Mota
Public School mural on Beller Street. The
later is more noteworthy because it was
carried out by the students of the school
under the direction of Puerto Plata artists
Jacinto Beard and Andrés Ulloa.
The 2,000 square meter San Felipe Fort is the
oldest standing edifice in Puerto Plata and
was built to defend the city from English,
Dutch and French pirates in 1577. As of
1821, it was turned into a courthouse and
jail. It was restored in 1974. San Felipe Fort
overlooks the statue of General Gregorio

Luperón, hero of the war that restored the
rule of the country to Dominicans from the
Spanish.
Across from the fort is the lighthouse, built
1879 and restored in 2002 with a grant
from the World Monuments Fund that
valued this 24.4-meter-high rare cast iron
tower, only one of very few still standing in
the Américas.
The Brugal Rum Factory tour on the way
east to Playa Dorada is your opportunity to
observe part of the manufacturing process
of the world’s third largest producer of
sugar cane rum. The tour ends with a
daiquiri tasting and the opportunity to
purchase the finer quality rums at the best
prices.
Isabel de Torres Botanical Gardens. Worth
taking an early morning off from beach
time to visit the city’s botanical gardens.
Ride up the 2,565 foot (800 meter)
mountain on board of an Italian cable car.
The eight- minute trip up to the botanical
gardens puts tourists at a privileged vantage
point to observe a large span of the north
coast. The 135,000 square meter park is a
natural scientific reserve with subtropical
vegetation and 15 small brooks and streams
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amidst multiple trails to observe enormous
ferns, overgrown flowers, fire-red gingers
and giant hibiscus peaking through the rain
forest’s shield. Set aside a morning for this
tour.
Cofresí and Costambar beaches. Public
beach with soft waves serving the Cofresí
and Costambar residential communities
and surrounded by restaurants and Ocean
World Park.
Ocean World Adventure Park, Marina
and Casino. Puerto Plata’s darling for a day
and night outing. Located 15 minutes west
from Puerto Plata city, this hands-on zoo
and marine park, features adjacent marina
and casino, discotheque and dining facilities
that take advantage of its spectacular
location overlooking the multi-tonal blues
of the Atlantic Ocean and evening strolls
under the stars. The park features one
the world’s largest custom-made dolphin
lagoon, swimmable aquarium, sea lion
encounters, shark interaction pool, tigerfeeding area and birds area, in addition
to a large man-made beach, marina and
casino with Las Vegas-style shows. The
new marina takes advantage of the zero
hurricane track record that Cofresí has
maintained over the past 100 years.
Playa Dorada. Those not staying at one
of the dozen resorts in the Playa Dorada
vacation complex should venture to
discover the beach, its golf course, and its
nightlife options that include a star-studded
long winding stroll under palm-trees.
Costa Dorada is a beach and hotel strip
that was awarded the European Blue
Flag certificate for high water quality and
environmental standards.
Monkey Jungle. Home to monkeys and
jungle hikes, and the popular zip line
adventures and cave visits.
Columbus Water Park. Located past Playa
Dorada, two kilometers west of Sosua, this
recently renovated park features slides and
©Mitur / Cabarete
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pools that make it a favorite with kids of all
ages for daylong outings.
Yasika Adventures. Zip line in Puerto
Plata. A half-an-hour drive from Puerto
Plata along the Carretera Turistica. Views
of the city and the coastline. 10 platforms
and 8 cables suspend adventurers in the air
between 100 and 300 meters, with speeds
of up to 30 mph and heights of up to 100
feet above ground.

Nature and
cultural excursions
Santiago. Those staying in Puerto Plata
should program a day trip to Santiago, an
hour south, especially to visit the Centro
León. This very active cultural center is
a platform devoted to the promotion of
contemporary art and a space for creating
awareness of the diversity of Dominican
culture, customs, identity and natural
resources, as it seeks to promote and
preserve these values for future generations.
From the last week of October to the first
week of February, efforts should be made
to attend a game of winter professional
baseball played with all Caribbean passion
at the Cibao Ball Park. Overnights are
possible in one of the city’s hotels or a taxi
driver can be hired to join you at the ball
park and safely drive you back to your out
of town hotel late at night.
Montecristi. The country’s most western
province is land of small hotels and small

restaurants offering delicious goat dishes
catering to the trickle of tourists that head
out this way. Some of the country’s best
dive sites (dozens of sunken ships can be
explored) are found in this area with a
luxury of untouched coral reefs.
Punta Rucia’s Paradise Island. Known
as Cayo Paraiso or Cayo Arena, this white
sand bar with surrounding coral reef is a
snorkeler’s dream. The excursion includes a
ride through mangroves on the way back
and lunch at Punta Rucia beach.
Book a morning and afternoon for this
excursion, it takes about two hours each
way by vehicle from Puerto Plata. Need to
head south to Navarrete to later turn north
at Villa Elisa. It is also possible to overnight,
and book your own sand bar visit with one
of the local boat owners.
Damajagua. Located half an hour from
Puerto Plata, between the Altamira tunnel
and the town of Imbert, this ecotourism
attraction is a combination of cascading
and plummeting down waterfalls.
The excursions can be booked at the
inland visitor’s center of the Professional
Association of Damajagua Guides, a short
distance inland. There is the option to hike
one hour up the mountain and then begin
the three-hour downward trek. The shorter
half-day version, usually offered at the
hotels, calls for climbing up and down only

the first seven falls with the assistance of
the acrobatic guides.
La Isabela National Park. Located about
a two-hour drive from Puerto Plata, and
14 kms west of Luperón, this is a must
destination for those who have the time and
are into history. This is where Christopher
Columbus built the first settlement in the
New World in the 15th century. Remains
are still standing of what is believed to have
been the church where the first mass in the
New World was given. A small museum area
houses relics from the days of the discovery.
Nearby is the site of the commemorative
church on a hilltop with lovely stained glass
windows of Dominican artist Rincón Mora.
Luperón Beach. Lots of rocks but also
easy swimming areas. There are a handful
of hotels and restaurants in this area. The
natural harbor is considered one of the
safest hurricane holes in the Caribbean for
cruising yachts and sailboats.
Sosúa town and beach. The Dominican
Republic’s quintessential beach town, Sosúa
is located 25 kilometers east of Puerto Plata
and 5 kilometers east of Puerto Plata’s
airport. Thousands of North American and
European expatriates have retired there,
giving the city a sense of cosmopolitan
community. The bars, restaurants, and
shops cater to the thousands of tourists
that come attracted by its one-kilometer
U-shaped sheltered long beach.
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Sosúa Beach offers very good scuba diving
and snorkeling tours, and work is advancing
on the beach’s underwater park. Sosúa
Beach can get crowded, especially on long
weekends, Sundays and major holidays as
it is popular among Dominicans. In town is
the Sosúa Synagogue, where an adjacent
museum pays tribute to the first Jewish
settlers of the town that arrived to Puerto
Plata fleeing the Nazis in Germany.
Cabarete beach town. The Caribbean’s
windsurfing, kiteboarding and Laser
sailing mecca. Just a 15-minute drive east
from Sosúa. Ranked by the Professional
Windsurfing Association, the Professional
Kite Riders Association and the International
Laser Class Association as tops among the
leading destinations for the sports.
Major competitions take place during the
summer when the waves and winds are the
best. Nearby Playa El Encuentro is tops in
the country for surfing.
Cabarete suffers a metamorphosis at night.
From a focus on active water sports and other
activities such as skateboarding besides the
beach, horseriding tours, 4 wheelers, boat
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rides on the little river, excursions into the
mountains, the same beach converts into a
long restaurant strip attracting tourists and
residents from the entire north coast for
an evening of fun under the stars. Tourists
will find their greatest challenge is deciding
where to dine.
Playa Grande, Río San Juan and Cabrera.
Upscale residential communities have
surged in this area about an hour from
Puerto Plata’s international airport (POP)
or El Catey nearer to Samana (AZS). Playa
Grande beach natural setting makes for
great photography, long walks on the
beach and great wave jumping on a quiet
ocean day.

Golf
Los Mangos Golf Course. Calle Principal,
Costambar, Puerto Plata • Tel 809 970 3073
• Year opened: 1986 Redesign: 2001 • 9
holes par 35. Play among tropical fruit trees
in this community golf course now primarily
being used by Costambar residents and
guests at Cofresi hotels.
Playa Dorada Golf Course. Playa Dorada,
Puerto Plata • Tel 809 320-3472 • Year

opened: 1976 • 18 holes par 72. Flat,
conditioned course with exceptional greens
surrounding Playa Dorada resort complex.
Robert Trent Jones signature.
Playa Grande Golf Course. Km. 9
Carretera Río San Juan-Cabrera, María
Trinidad Sánchez province • Tel 809 5820860 • Year opened: 1997 • 18 holes
par 72. Robert Trent Jones-designed. The
“Pebble Beach” of the Caribbean, with 10
holes interacting with the Atlantic Ocean.

Shopping
Check out the supermarkets in Puerto
Plata, for interesting local products, such
as quality rums, tropical fruit marmalades,
yuca bread (casabe), cigars, among others.
New in town is the La Sirena megastore.
Stroll down the streets of the old city and
gaze through the gift shops to get an idea
of what is available and prices.
Taste the tropical sherberts and creamy ice
creams at Helados Bon on Beller, a few steps
up from the restored Central Park. Bon ice
cream is also sold in Sosúa (Charamicos)
and Cabarete (right on the main road).
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Check out the good value buys at the
otherwise pricier gift shops like Harrison’s,
Amber Museum, and shops downtown.
City market, up on the hill, is an area with
lots of craft shops that supply others. These
same artisans take their wares to the hotels,
rotating at different hotels once a week to
sell directly to the tourists.
Playa Dorada Plaza is a definite option for a
wide selection of fine handicrafts and items
that are popular with tourists.
Hotel stores stay open until late, allowing
for night-time shopping before dinner.
The beach towns are dotted with small
shops selling variety of beach and water
sports ware, goods and crafts.

Meetings
Playa Dorada hotels offer meeting rooms
for small to medium-sized gatherings.

Nightlife
Fun City Action Park. 10 minutes from
Puerto Plata, Fun City Action Park is an
option for hanging out in the late afternoon
and evening. The park’s most popular
features are the go-kart tracks, bumper car
track and super 8 rollercoaster.
Puerto Plata. In the city, the favorite
gourmet restaurant is Mares at Francisco
J. Peynado #6A. Other popular options are
La Parillada Steakhouse at the rotonda off
the stadium and nearby Yasmin Grill, for
Mediterranean meals, or the El Manguito
for Dominican food on the highway to
Playa Dorada, as well as Los Tres Cocos, for
international food on the way to Cofresí.
Playa Dorada. Tourists staying at Playa
Dorada resorts will enjoy cocktails prior to
the evening dinner and show, mingling
with new and old friends. For night owls,
Hemingways, Roadway Café, or Coco
Bongo at the Playa Dorada Plaza are open
to all.
Casinos in Puerto Plata. The Dream

©Mitur / Fuerte San Felipe

Casino at Allegro Playa Dorada, the Casino
Comar at Grand Paradise, both in Playa
Dorada. Nearby, is Ocean World Casino
in Cofresí, the El Millon Casino is at Riu
Bachata in Maimon, and the Grand Oasis
Marien has a casino in nearby Costa Dorada.
Further east, in Sosua there is the Sosua Bay
Casino, and Ocean Sands in Cabarete.
Cofresí & Maimón. Lighthouse Disco at
Ocean World is the glamour night spot in
Cofresi and nearby Pacha Disco is for late
hours in Maimón.

Repeat tourists will have ventured out on
weekends into the city of Puerto Plata’s
dance-bars to share salsa, bachata and
merengue music with the locals at the
many dance-bars in town. Befriend a taxi
driver who will take you to and back from
one of the local dance-bars.
Check out to see if there is anything going
on at the Central Park of Puerto Plata or the
Malecón. Signs are posted on light posts
all around town. Likewise, a stroll through
Sosúa will easily tell which lounge-bar-disco
is popular at the moment.

In Sosúa, After One Club at Sosúa Bay
Casino will mix international music with
local beats all night long.
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The geographical center, up in the Caribbean Alps, pine trees, river-rafting,
canyoning, parapenting, mountain biking, quad-riding, horseback riding,
mountain trekking, hiking, bird-watching, waterfalls, hanging bridges,
cascades, freezing lows, carnival...
The two inland cities of Constanza and Jarabacoa are the jewels
in the crown of the Central Mountain Range, which comprises
the tallest range in the Caribbean and is sometimes referred to as
the Caribbean Alps. For a complete change of pace, the crisp air
and alpine vegetation is every bit as enthralling as the beaches.
Framed against intensely blue skies, they offer cooling respite from
the coastal heat and an awesome visual panorama that unfolds in
every direction.

Getting there
Jarabacoa and Constanza are located in the middle of the
Dominican Republic, and are less than two hours from the Puerto
Plata International Airport (POP) and the Las Américas International
Airport in Santo Domingo (SDQ). Santiago’s Cibao International
Airport (STI) is the closest, about one hour from Jarabacoa and 1.5
hour from Constanza, both in the central province of La Vega.
Consider landing at Constanza’s new airfield (COZ). Chartered
planes will take you there. Caribe Tours buses travel to Jarabacoa
four times a day from Santo Domingo. Jarabacoa is equidistant
from Puerto Plata and Santo Domingo at about 130 kilometers from
each. From the city, taxis or minibuses will take you to your final
destination. Consider renting a SUV when touring this sprawling
area. Jarabacoa is arrived at via a well-paved road lined with pine
trees that makes its way up 1,640 feet (500 meters).
Access to Constanza can be difficult, as the road is being repaired.
Those who venture up to its heights are rewarded with the feeling
of having discovered a Caribbean slice of Switzerland that lies
three-quarters of a mile (1,200 meters) above sea level.

Attractions
Staff at the small hotels in the area can assist you with booking

extreme sports such as river-rafting, cascading, canyoning,
parapenting, mountain biking, quad-riding, horseback riding,
mountain trekking, in addition to less taxing hikes and birdwatching
excursions.
River-rafting expeditions lead to an adrenaline rush as the boat
plows through the cool waters (wet suits are provided) of the
Yaque del Norte River. A reservation should be made the previous
day with the tour operator or through the hotels in the area, as
most of the excursions start early in the morning. Jarabacoa is the
place to be for rafting.
Waterfalls abound in this region, but a couple of them outshine the
rest. The Salto de Jimenoa lays over the Jimenoa River’s hydroelectric
dam, across spans a hanging bridge. A visit here makes an exciting
morning or afternoon outing. Another outstanding example is
Aguas Blancas, which, at a height of 1,800 meters and a vertical
drop of 87 meters, is the Caribbean’s tallest cascade. This attraction
lies 10 kilometers south of Constanza.
Mountain biking. Rancho Baiguate and Rancho Jarabacoa offer
routes of varying degrees of difficulty for mountain biking, some
passing by the waterfalls.
Horse ranching is popular in Jarabacoa, and some of the finest
horses in the country are bred and kept there. The proud owners
gather frequently for trail rides, and the annual Rancho Baiguate
horse rally, that takes place during Easter Week, is a national
institution.
Japanese Garden. In the center of the town, facing the Iglesia
María Auxiliadora is a small Japanese garden, framed by its Tori
gate. It commemorates the legacy of the Japanese immigrants that
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established a farming colony in the 1950s.
Coffee plantations. Take time to visit the
Industria de Café de Monte Alto or the
sustainable coffee plantation of author Julia
Alvarez in Los Dajaos. In Los Dajaos, visits
are also possible to the aromatic plants
farm of José Cruz.

Mountain trekking
Reachable by car/4 wheel SUV:
Ebano Verde Scientific Reserve. Located
in Arroyazo, which is arrived at shortly
before Constanza, this scientific reserve at
its highest point reaches 1,565 meters. It
features the Fernando Domínguez Visitors
Center from where walks into the treenamed green ebony forest can be taken.
The trails through the 37 square kilometers
of the reserve to observe more than 687
plant species are well-kept and the trees are
labeled. A chilly river bath comprises part of
the adventure.
Valle
Nuevo
Scientific
Reserve.
Considered the geographical center
of the Dominican Republic. Some 17
kilometers from Constanza by way of San
46

José de Ocoa, this is the highest plain in
the Caribbean at more than 8,000 feet
in height (2,450 meters) and is believed
to have once been covered by a glacier
during the Pleistocene Epoch (11,000 to
1.8 million years ago). There you will find
rustic cabañas where visitors can stay and
get a feel for the Caribbean mountains,
without the hardship of the hike. Note that
temperatures may drop below 32°F (0°C)
in winter and spring and you will want to
dress accordingly.
Reachable on foot or by mule:
Located in the Armando Bermúdez National
Park, Duarte Peak is the crown jewel of
the Caribbean. The Hispaniola Trail takes
visitors through mind-boggling scenery of
tropical forests, endemic coniferous pine,
mountain broadleaf and cloud forests.
At 10,125 feet (3,087 meters), Duarte is
the tallest mountain in the Caribbean and
several routes will lead you to this apex.
The shortest and most popular route is that
of Jarabacoa-Manabao-La Ciénaga by car.
At the Ministry of Environment campsite,

the trip is arranged for the following day,
with mules hired to carry the supplies or
exhausted hikers. From there, it is a twohour hike to the Los Tablones resting
station, with its small crystalline river where
you may stock up on water. From there
on, only those in good physical shape are
advised to continue.
This route usually goes through La Laguna
on to the height known as “Repentance
Hill” and then to the Compartición parador.
Travelers have the option of camping at
Compartición or continuing on to the
parador built near Valle de Lilís, less than an
hour’s walk from coveted Duarte Peak. On
average the temperatures will range from
54oF (12oC) to 70oF (21oC), dropping in
the high areas to below 32oF (0oC) in the
early morning hours during any time of the
year.
At the designated resting spots, usually
near watering areas, the Ministry of
Environment has posted signs to indicate
the amount of distance covered and how
much is left to go.
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Golf
Jarabacoa Golf Club. Quintas de
Primavera, La Vega province • Tel 809 5732474 • Year opened: 1984 • 9 holes. Built
amid pine trees, this course’s setting is a
mountain resort.

Culture
Every Sunday throughout the month
of February, the most popular of the
Dominican carnival parades take place in
the city of La Vega, the provincial capital
that lies half an hour from Jarabacoa and
Constanza. The Bonao carnival parades,
about half an hour south from La Vega, or
the Santiago carnival, half an hour to the
north, get excellent reviews, too.
Not to be missed in Jarabacoa is the Sunday
Mass with Gregorian Chants in Pinar
Quemado. On site the priests sell natural
remedies and just- baked breads.
Fairs and festivals. There is a Festival of the
Arts (between November and December),
EcoMarket Fair (January), Mountain Poetry

Festival (between July and August) and the
Flower Festival (between May and June)
held every year in Jarabacoa. For dates, see
dr1.com/calendar

Shopping
City of artists. Jarabacoa prides itself on
offering works of art not to be found
anywhere else.
Several artists of national and international
acclaim have moved to Jarabacoa, inspired
by the beautiful natural scenery. Several
small art galleries sell their work.
Constanza is one of the country’s primary
farming districts and is the site of the flower
and delicious strawberries, among other
fruits and vegetables, that can be purchased
at road stands that also sell arepas (corn
bread) and cepa de apio (celery root), a
local specialty made into a puree.

the natural air-conditioning turned on at
night.

Nightlife
Most of those who travel to Jarabacoa
and Constanza do so for intense days of
outdoor activity. By the time the evening
rolls around, these people just want to
relax. Thus, each town offers a handful of
very good restaurants that serve some of
the best Dominican food anywhere. One
or two beer bars and discotheque stay
open until late, mainly catering to crowds
of domestic tourists that venture to these
mountain areas at peak travel times during
the year.
The exception to this will be night-time
events organized during peak domestic
travel times, such as Easter, when two
or more outdoor shows will cater the
vacationing crowds.

Consider
shopping
that
Caribbean
mountain vacation home. Jarabacoa has
become a prime destination for retirement
living, as you are in the Caribbean, but with
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Biodiversity, striking natural attractions, the largest lake, spectacular
panoramic highway, mountain paradors, dry forests archaeological
sites, pink flamingos, lazing American crocodiles, iguanas, magnetic hill,
larimar, bird watching...
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The Barahona-Pedernales area is the tourism
destination with the greatest biodiversity
of the country, is the final frontier of
local touristic development located on the
southwest coast. Today domestic travelers
and international connoisseurs of nature
are its most frequent visitors.
The striking natural attractions of this region
make it an incomparable eco-tourism
destination. This region boasts about
having the largest lake in the Caribbean,
The Enriquillo Lake; a spectacular
panoramic highway with vistas along the
coast, a mountain scenic viewpoint that
overlooks a remarkable chasm, scorchingly
hot dry forests that lie not far from pine tree
forests, and is at the same time, one of the
most significant fruit-producing areas in the
country.

Getting there
People generally travel to the southwestern
destinations by land. Small private planes
or chartered flights into the Maria Montez
International Airport (BRX) in Barahona are
available. Domestic flights can be arranged
into the recently improved Cabo Rojo (CBJ)
landing field in Pedernales. Barahona is
located about a 2:30 minutes-hour drive
from Santo Domingo, the capital city. Add
another hour to get to Pedernales. The road
is paved for most of the journey.
Getting around
Public transportation in Barahona is offered
by minibus, public cars/concho or the

perilous motoconcho. To properly visit this
area, it is best to have the mobility of an
SUV or a vehicle at one’s service.

Attractions
Las Caritas. This archaeological site is
located on the north side of the Enriquillo
Lake. If you drive by on a weekend, there
may be tour buses or cars parked on the
road to indicate the site of the carvings in
the rocks atop the pronounced cliff. There
is a trail that leads to smiling and sad faces
etched into history. Visitors to the Enriquillo
Lake environs should stock up on water as
this is an area of blazing sun and heat.
Enriquillo Lake. The largest of the
Caribbean. It has an approximate area of
102 square miles (approximately 265 square
kilometers). It is also the Caribbean’s lowest
point, which is found at 40 meters below
sea level. The name Enriquillo honors the
first successful insurgent against the Spanish
conquistadors. The high salt content at this
inland phenomenon has created a barren,
seemingly lifeless environment that is
inhospitable to humans, but ideal for lazing
American crocodiles, friendly iguanas and
graceful pink flamingos.
A trip around Lake Enriquillo all the way
to Jimaní (on the Dominican border with
Haití) and then returning back eastbound
on the southside will bring travelers pass
the impressive salt and gypsum mines at La
Salina. Start out early and set aside a full
day for touring the lake and its environs.

Cabritos Island. Upon arriving to Barahona,
check availability of boat excursions to visit
this 7.5-mile (12-kilometer) inner islet that
is home to hundreds of reptilian residents.
Arrive early in the day to book the sevenkilometer tour to Cabritos and observe the
iguanas, crocodiles and flamingos before
the burning sun takes over.
The guides can make sure the crocodiles
come close enough to your boat for you to
peer into their eyes. Expect the excursion to
take at least two hours, including a quick
hike across the island. Be sure to bring
drinking water and sun block.
El Cachote. One hour from Paraíso,
this hilltop hamlet and its winding paths
filled with tropical exuberance is a great
attraction for eco-tourists. The forest and
its coffee farms are often covered by a
dense humid air mass. Visitors can observe
a variety of exotic birds, tropical flora
including bromeliads and wild orchids and
a crystal clear mineral water spa.
The paths can be covered on foot or by
horseback. It is only for 4x4 SUVs or by
coordinating a visit with the EcoTour
Barahona agency through the Tourism
Cluster, Tel 809 566-4395 and 829 4711616.
Larimar. Located 10 kms from the city of
Barahona, in the Barahona mountain range,
the larimar mines leave an impression on
all visitors. Observe the hard work of the
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miners, and the risks they take to extract
the semi-precious stone from deep down in
the earth. Once this reality is known, the
purchase of the jewel will have a renewed
value for the buyer. Raw pieces of larimar
can be purchased at the mine. The color of
the stones mirrors the multi-toned coastal
waters of Barahona itself.
Rincón Lagoon. Known as a refuge for
biodiversity, the Scientific Reserve of Rincón
Lagoon is 47 km2, and is the largest body
of fresh water in the DR. It is sometimes
called the Cabral Lagoon because it is
located 1 km to the northeast of that small
town. It can be accessed through the PoloCabral crossing on the Cabral-Duvergé
highway. There are trails for water flora and
fauna observation, including the lotus and
water lilies as well as ducks, pigeons and
flamingos. Boat trips can be arranged, with
a day in advance, through EcoTour.
Polo and the Magnetic Hill. Cool off
on the way back to the city of Barahona
by heading south on the Cabral-Polo
Panoramic Highway. Sightseers will marvel
at its Polo Magnético, where parked cars
seem to travel backwards up the hill on their
own without any human assistance. Polo is
located amid the forests of the Bahoruco
mountain range, the home of some of the
country’s best coffee plantations.
Each year in early June the Polo Organic
Coffee Festival takes place, presenting
grass roots folklore side by side with the
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solidarity of national and international
performers. Farm produce and arts and
crafts are exhibited. It is a display of the
cultural syncretism, with performances
by the Guloyas, gaga, palos, merengue,
bachata, salve and even urban music dance
troupes, side by side with carnival groups
and representatives from other southern
provinces. Excursions of area macadamia
and coffee farms, educational forums and
talks on environmental issues are also on
the very popular festival program. Area
hotel reservations should be made with
several months in advance.
Barahona. The region’s most important city
and provincial capital, Barahona is a port
city at the end of a magnificent horseshoeshaped bay that is framed by rugged
mountains. Because of its salt and gypsum
mines and numerous discos, Barahona is
known as the town “that works hard and
plays hard.”
Barahona - Enriquillo Coastal Highway.
Small hotels readily abound and are easily
accessible from this highway that heads
south from the city of Barahona. This is
perhaps the most splendidly scenic highway
in the Caribbean, exceptional in its views of
a multi-colored sea, untamed stretches of
dense forest, sparkling rivers and towering
green mountains. Visitors may glimpse the
simple ways of traditional village life along
the route. Wave to the residents and they
will smilingly wave back.
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It’s a lush landscape of brilliant greens,
complemented by millions of graceful
yellow butterflies and the melodies of
innumerable birds. Also found along the
way are the pebble beaches of Quemaito
and San Rafael, with its natural pools that
are filled by tumbling mountain spring
water, and Los Patos.
Check out Villa Miriam, a private home
that charges a small fee for admission to
its pools set amidst river cascades and lush
vegetation. Next is Paraíso, an aptly named
“paradise” of intense turquoise waters in
a calm and crystalline bay. The views upon
approaching the small town of Enriquillo
and its rough-watered beach, where a
nearby small cemetery overlooks three
shades of blue, are simply spectacular.
Jaragua National Park. Named in honor
of an Indian chieftain, this park extends over
854 square miles (1,374 square kilometers)
and includes some of the best Caribbean
beaches, as well as the small islands of Alto
Velo and Beata.
This area is reached after passing the town
of Enriquillo, when the highway takes a
gradual turn to the west as it goes inland.
Discover the ecological marvels this park
has to offer by journeying a little further
into the country’s southwestern corner
to the province of Pedernales. One of the
Caribbean’s best areas for birdwatching is
found here at the Oviedo Lagoon.

BARAHONA & PEDERNALES
Pelempito Drop (Hoyo de Pelempito).
Marvel at how flowering cactus and dry
forests along the highway from Oviedo to
Pedernales are replaced in less than half
an hour with tropical pine forests when
turning north inland into the Bahoruco
Mountain Range, with its heights of more
than 6,500 feet (2,000+ meters).

sands, where turtles nestle beside tranquil
waters and a dry forest, exemplifying the
flora and fauna that has existed even before
the Spanish settlers arrived. It is part of the
Jaragua- Bahoruco-Enriquillo Biosphere
Reserve that was added to UNESCO’s
World Network of Biosphere Reserves in
November 2002.

Stopover in Baní for purchasing Dominican
sweets on the highway, visiting the new
Centro Cultural Perelló, a remarkable
cultural center with permanent and
temporary exhibitions, the museum
of Cuban history in honor of the hero
Máximo Gómez, or the Salinas dunes and
windsurfing area.

The rest stop built by the government is
situated at a height of 3,845 feet (1,165
meters) with an observatory that features
several mountain trails. The natural
depression, bordered by heights of up to
5,940 feet (1,800 meters), entails a 2,300foot (700-meters) drop.

Pedernales. Check out Doña Chava’s
small rustic boutique hotel or other basic
accommodations. Local restaurants serve
delicious freshly-caught small lobsters, crab
and conch.

San Cristóbal is home to the Pomier Caves,
the most important in the Caribbean.

Temperatures here range from 32°F (0°C) in
the morning to 77°F or 25°C at noontime.
Cabo Rojo. Lovely white-sanded beach
en- route to Pedernales, just one kilometer
before Bahía de las Aguilas. There is a
revamped airfield, across from the beach.
Bahía de las Aguilas. Accessed primarily
by boat or by jetting down an angular
road aboard a rugged 4x4 SUV vehicle, this
area is in striking contrast to the abundant
greenery of the Bahoruco Mountain Range
although both are located within the same
Jaragua National Park. The protected beach
of Bahía de las Aguilas surprises everyone
with its crystal-clear waters. It is best to
drive there or take the boat trip in the
afternoon to avoid the too hot mid-day sun.
There are no palm trees on these white

©Mitur / Bahía de Las Aguilas

The Caribbean’s largest wind parks are
in Juancho, a coastal area of Pedernales.
Los Cocos and Quilvio Cabrera giant wind
turbines, at 410 feet (125 meters), as tall as
the highest building in the capital city, can
be seen from afar. A visit can be coordinated
with the Barahona Tourism Cluster.
Oviedo Lagoon. Visitors will need at least
half a day to visit this hyper-saline water
lagoon that is ranked as one of the best
places for bird watching in the Caribbean. It
has a 27 km surface area. Its inner part has
24 rocky keys and mangrove swamps where
colonies of iguanas live and migratory and
endemic birds nest. It is best to go the
previous day to arrange a boat excursion
for shortly after dawn.

Scuba diving
Scuba diving off the coast of Pedernales is
considered one of best scuba diving sites in
the Caribbean, but there are no dive shops,
divers need to bring their own filled tanks
and guides.

Shopping
While Barahona is a busy city, its shops are
still primarily to cater for local needs. It has
not yet awakened to the foreign tourist
trade.

Nightlife
Given the active nature of this destination,
not much should be expected from the
night time activities that are limited to the
discos that play Latin and Dominican music
and beer bars in the cities of Barahona and
Pedernales. For the most part restaurant
dining and quiet mingling to restore forces
for the next day are available.

Other southern attractions. Popular
stops on the way back to Santo Domingo
from Barahona are Baní and San Cristóbal.

©Mitur / Dunas de Baní
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SANTIAGO
The “heart city,” industrial and farm production center, culture, gastronomy,
carnival, cigars, grassroots merengue, university city, medical tourism...

©Mitur / Monumento de Santiago
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SANTIAGO

©Mitur / Centro León

The first city in the Américas to be given the same of Santiago,
it was founded in 1495 by Bartolomé Colón, brother of Admiral
Christopher Columbus. In 1508, the court of Spain named the city
Santiago de los Caballeros, in honor of its 30 founding noblemen.
It is the country’s second largest city, with 600,000 inhabitants.
It is also known as “the Heart City” for its central geographical
location.

Getting There
The Santiago International Cibao Airport (STI) is located 20 minutes
south of the city center. It is served by the following airlines:
USA: New York (American, Delta, JetBlue), Boston (JetBlue), Miami
(American), Fort Lauderdale (Spirit).
Central America: Panamá (Copa).
Caribbean: San Juan, Puerto Rico (American Eagle), Port-auPrince, Haití (Mas), and Providenciales, Turks & Caicos (Air Turks
and Caicos).

Attractions
The Monument to the Héroes of the Restoration was built in 1944
by dictator Rafael Leonidas Trujillo to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of national independence. Until his death it was known
as Monument to the Peace of Trujillo.
Today, a museum displays photos of the War of Restoration 18631865, the battle Dominicans fought against the Spanish army for
the restoration of the republic. This 70-meter high tower, located at
the highest point in the city, is partially covered by marble. People
flock to enjoy the views and artistic performances, especially in the
evenings.
Historic center. The European neoclassicist style can be observed
in the Palacio Consistorial, built by a Belgian architect from 1892
to 1895. The Victorian era left its mark on Santiago’s heritage with
several city center residences built in this elegant style.

Santiago is less than an hour’s drive from Puerto Plata International
Airport (POP) and less than two hours by highway from Santo
Domingo.

Centro Cultural León. Opened in 2003 to celebrate the 100th
anniversary of the E. León Jimenes company, the country’s leading
beer and cigar manufacturer. Its permanent exhibition, Identity,
Genesis and Path is regarded as the best for an insight into the
roots, heritage and cultural identity of the Dominican people.

Caribe Tours and Metro buses travel on the hour to Santiago
from La Vega, Puerto Plata, Samana and Santo Domingo with
connections to other major cities nationwide.

The center constantly holds temporary exhibitions and events. The
permanent exhibitions include rolling cigars by hand, located in a
replica of the original factory on the premises, across a garden.
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SANTIAGO
Centro Cultural de Santiago. Santiago
city’s fine arts center with exhibitions of
painting and sculpture, and drama, ballet
and concerts.
Hospital
Metropolitano
(HOMS).
Medical tourism has boomed now with the

modern facilities at the HOMS, centrally
located in Santiago. Annual medical checkup programs are popular. City dentists are
also in much demand by foreigners who
seek quality services at competitive prices.
PUCMM. Santiago is a university city.

The leading campus is of the Pontificia
Universidad Católica Madre y Maestra right
in the city.
Estadio Cibao. To be at a Cibao Stadium
baseball game between hometown Aguilas
Cibaeñas and any visiting team is reason
enough to visit the city. The stadium is
centrally located and easily reached by taxi.
One option is to invite the taxi driver to the
game. Games begin at 7:30pm from midOctober to the end of January.
Bonao. One hour south of Santiago on
the Duarte Highway. This city is known
for its culture. Visit the Plaza de la Cultura
Cándido Bidó, a museum-art gallery, with
many large murals by the late artist. The
Casa Museo Cristian Tiburcio is described
as the reincarnation of Gaudí in the
Caribbean. Cristian Tiburcio took his family
home and converted it into an eclectic
museum where every wall, staircase,
window, the bathroom, bed and even the
kitchen cabinets have become colorful
works of art. Típico Bonao on the highway,
with two branches in both the south
and north direction, is a popular stop for
Dominican food. On Sundays in February,
the Bonao Carnival competes with the
carnivals of Santiago and La Vega for the
carnival crowds.
Salcedo. The Route of the Murals leads
to this city, less than an hour’s drive from
Santiago. An hour to the northeast, the
route to Salcedo is lined by large murals
painted on fences, walls and gateways
leading into and out of the city. In addition,
the draw of the town is the Museo de las
Hermanas Mirabal that honors the memory
of the three heroic sisters murdered by order
of dictator Trujillo in 1960. 25 November
celebrates the International Day for the
Elimination of Violence Against Women,
commemorating the brutal crime.

Golf
Las Aromas, Santiago Golf Club.
Santiago de los Caballeros • Tel 809 2640054. Opened: 1980 • 18 holes, par 70.
Located in the hills of the outskirts of
©David Pou / Mitur / Tabaco
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SANTIAGO
Santiago, with lovely panoramic views of
the city and the Yaque del Norte River.

CULTURE
Grassroots Ranches. Santiago is the
capital of grassroots merengue. This
“country-style” music resulted from a mix
of cultures – from Germany, the accordion,
from Belgium, the saxophone, from the
Taino Indians the “guira”, from Africa,
the drum. The people of the Cibao are
passionate about this music, also known
as “perico ripiao”. There are large “typical
ranches” where people take dancing
seriously: Rancho Merengue, Típico La
Tinaja, Rancho Típico las Colinas, Dizzy
Ranch and La Rancheta de Chito.
Carnival. On Sundays in February, men
parade dressed in the traditional costume
of a fantasy creature that combines a court
jester’s outfit with a duck’s face and long
cattle horns. Other carnival characters

©Mitur / Centro León

include troupes commemorating the
first battle between the Indians and the
Spanish colonizers, death, and many more.
The processions take place along the
Avenida Las Carreteras to the Monument.
The Museo Folklórico Tomás Morel has
traditional carnival masks on display.

Gastronomy
Like any big city, Santiago has a long list
of restaurants with variety of cuisines.
Take note that while in the rest of the
country roast suckling pig is only served
for the Christmas holidays, in Santiago it is
standard fare all year round.

Nightlife
The Gran Teatro Regional del Cibao is for fine
arts presentations and leading national and
international performers, the Gran Arena
Cibao is for more popular performances
and sports. But Santiago is best known for
its grassroots merengue ranches and there

is busy activity at its many discos, as it is a
university town. Alcoholic drinks are sold at
nightspots only to midnight on weekdays,
with crowds making the most of weekends
when the curfew is extended to around
3am at many establishments.

Shopping
Larger shopping centers include Multicentro
La Sirena, Supermercado Nacional, Jumbo,
Pricemart, Bella Terra Mall, Calle del Sol,
Colinas Mall and Plaza Internacional.

Cigars
The cigar capital of the Dominican Republic
is Santiago, where most of the factories
are based. They include Fuente (Arturo
Fuente, Diamond Crown, Fuente Fuente
OpusX, Maximus, Hemingway, Cuesta-Rey,
Don Carlos), Matasa (Fonseca, Cubita, José
Benito, Casablanca, Licenciados, la Primera,
Royal Dominicana, Ricos Dominicanos), La
Aurora and Tabadom Holding (Davidoff).

©Mitur / Coche de Santiago
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Hotel Directory

Directorio de Hoteles

In order to simplify the search of your
destination within the Dominican Republic,
use our color-coded squares method: In the
previous page you’ll find the Dominican
Republic map, in it each region has a
particular color assigned; find out about
the hotel offer in that region matching the
colored squares to those in the following
chart and further hotel ads. You can also
find out about where to go, things to do,
golf courses and other interesting subjects
using the editorial pages at the beginning
of this publication.

Para simplificar la búsqueda de su destino
en la República Dominicana use nuestro
método de colores asignados por regiones:
El mapa de la República Dominicana, en
las últimas páginas, tiene cada región con
un color específico asignado, busque los
cuadrados con el color de la región de su
interés a través de cada página para que
sepa dónde ir en dicha región, cosas que
hacer, los campos de golf, reuniones, y
mucho más. En el Directorio de Hoteles,
busque la oferta hotelera.
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Tortuga Bay
Punta Cana, Higüey • www.puntacana.com
Phone (809) 959-2262 Fax (809) 959-4650
Reservations Toll Free USA and Canada (888) 442-2262
E-mail info@puntacana.com
Tortuga Bay at PUNTACANA Resort & Club is an exclusive
destination located on the Eastern coast of the Dominican
Republic. Featuring 15 luxury villas; equivalent to 35 Suites,
and designed by renowned fashion designer Oscar De la
Renta--Tortuga Bay offers luxury, privacy and impecable
personalized service.
At PUNTACANA Resort & Club you will enjoy 3 miles of pure
white sand beaches, 1,500 acres of precious land, home to an
ecological reserve, 15 crystal water natural springs, Six Senses
Spa, ocean-front golf courses designed by PGA legends Tom
Fazio and P.B. Dye, 9 restaurants, tennis courts, marina and
beach club, fitness center and conference room.
The Punta Cana International Airport (PUJ) offers direct
flights from most capital cities of the world. The airport is
conveniently located five minutes away from the resort.
Punta Cana International Airport (PUJ) is owned and managed
by PUNTACANA Resort & Club; therefore allowing guests
of Tortuga Bay to recieve VIP service and assistance with
Immigration and Customs.
Tortuga Bay is a Caribbean jewel that combines Dominican
hospitality, elegance and exclusivity in style alongside a family
and environmentally- friendly enviroment.
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Viva Residence

Bahía de Cosón, Las Terrenas- Samaná• www.vivaresidence.com
Phone 809-240-5050
Viva Residence has two excellent recommendations for your next vacation:
Viva Residence Las Terrenas and Viva Residence Bahía Estela- located on
the impressive Bahía de Cosón in Las Terrenas, Samaná. These properties
are located on prime beach front facing the turquoise blue ocean framed
by signature palm trees characteristic to this area and surrounded by
lush tropical vegetation. • Accommodations: Our offering includes
excellent villa and apartment options with striking views of the ocean- a
great attribute, which is simultaneously an incomparable privilege. Viva
Residence Las Terrenas, with modern-minimalist design, has one, two
and three bedroom villas and apartments; Viva Residence Bahía Estela, of
Victorian-style architecture, offers two bedroom apartments. All are fully
equipped and have first class finishing. Our facilities include restaurant,
pool, children’s area, gym, spa services, wi-fi in designated public areas,
parking and much more. Our concierge service is available to satisfy
all your needs, from premium transportation to a complete excursions
program and catering services, achieving a distinctive concept with an
exclusive and unique atmosphere. • Location: 10 minutes from the town
of Las Terrenas- Samaná; 45 minutes away from the International Airport
of Samaná, “El Catey”, and 1 hour and 45 minutes from Las Americas
International Airport.

Viva Wyndham Tangerine

Cabarete, Puerto Plata • www.vivaresorts.com / www.vivawyndhamresorts.com
Phone 809-571-0402 Fax 809-571-9550
Reservations USA 1-800-WYNDHAM +
Lies in the middle of the hottest windsurf and kitesurf location in the
western hemisphere. It is an all-inclusive resort located on the SosuaCabarete road on the northwest coast of the island with 110 meters of
private beach, offering the perfect setting for an action packed getaway.
It is 20 minutes Puerto Plata International Airport and just 3 minutes from
Cabarete downtown. The hotel has 2 pools with children’s area, 2 jacuzzis,
2 bars, kid’s club, discotheque, theater, diving center, spa, fitness center
with trainer and stores. The all-inclusive package includes: all meals and
snacks, unlimited drinks (domestic & intl. brands), unlimited non-motorized
sports, daily activities program, nightly entertainment, taxes & tips. •
Rooms: 273 rooms: Superior, Superior Plus, Jr. Suites and Suites. • Dining
facilities: 1 buffet restaurant: La Bahía and 3 a la carte restaurants: Viva
Mexico, La Vela and Marajá Beach Club & Lounge* (*with extra charge).
• Meetings: Capacity for 220 pax. • Activities: Included in the package
are non-motorized water sports, a variety of daily and nightly activities and
introductory dive lessons. • Available at extra charge: Kite boarding,
scuba diving, fishing, horseback riding, and a complete program of land
and water excursions.
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Viva Wyndham Dominicus Palace

Bayahibe, La Romana • www.vivaresorts.com / www.vivawyndhamresorts.com
Phone 809-686-5658 Fax 809-687-8583
Reservations USA 1-800-WYNDHAM +
All- inclusive resort located on an extended white sand beach, surrounded
by tropical gardens and just steps away from its sister property, Viva
Wyndham Dominicus Beach. It is 11 miles from La Romana International
Airport, 62 miles from Punta Cana International Airport and 72 miles from
Las Americas International Airport. The hotel has 1 pool, Jacuzzi, 3 bars
including a snack-bar, kid’s club, discotheque, theater, diving center, spa,
fitness center with trainer and stores. The all-inclusive package features:
all meals and snacks, unlimited drinks (domestic & intl. brands), unlimited
non-motorized sports, daily activities program, nightly entertainment, taxes
& tips. • Rooms: 330 rooms: Superior and Jr. Suites. • Dining facilities: 1
buffet restaurant: La Yuca and 3 a la carte restaurants: Viva Café, Il Palco
and Bambu. As an added value, guests can also dine at the restaurants
at the sister property, Viva Wyndham Dominicus Beach, FREE of charge:
La Roca Grill, La Pizzería, Viva Mexico and Atlantis* (*with extra charge) •
Meetings: Capacity for 250 people. • Activities: Included in the package
are non-motorized water sports, archery, a variety of daily and nightly
activities, trapeze lessons and introductory dive lessons. Available at extra
charge: scuba diving, fishing, snorkeling tours, horseback riding, and a
complete program of land and water excursions.

Viva Wyndham Dominicus Beach

Bayahibe, La Romana • www.vivaresorts.com / www.vivawyndhamresorts.com
Phone 809-686-5658 Fax 809-687-8583
Reservations USA 1-800-WYNDHAM +
All- inclusive resort located on an extended white sand beach, surrounded
by tropical gardens. It is 11 miles from La Romana International Airport, 62
miles from Punta Cana International Airport and 72 miles from Las Américas
International Airport. The hotel has 4 pools two of them with children’s
area, 4 bars, snack-bar, kid’s club, discotheque, theater, diving center,
fitness center with trainer and stores. The all-inclusive package features:
all meals and snacks, unlimited drinks (domestic & intl. brands), unlimited
non-motorized sports, daily activities program, nightly entertainment, taxes
& tips. • Rooms: 604 rooms: bungalows, standard and superior. • Dining
facilities: 1 buffet restaurant: La Terraza and 4 a la carte restaurants: La
Roca Grill, Viva Mexico, La Pizzería and Atlantis* (*with extra charge) •
Meetings: Capacity for 250 pax. • Activities: Included in the package are
non-motorized water sports, archery, a variety of daily and nightly activities,
trapeze lessons and introductory dive lessons. Available at extra charge:
scuba diving, fishing, snorkeling tours, horseback riding, and a complete
program of land and water excursions.
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PUNTACANA Resort & Club

Punta Cana, Higüey • www.puntacana.com
Phone (809) 959-2262 Fax (809) 959-4650
Reservations Toll Free USA and Canada 888.442.2262
Email info@puntacana.com
The tranquility, simplicity, natural beauty of its beaches and wide array
of activities, make this place the ideal location to enjoy a family holiday.
THE PUNTACANA HOTEL is located within the property of PUNTACANA
RESORT & CLUB. Its miles of white sand beaches, springs of crystalline
waters and great ecological reserve demonstrate its commitment to nature,
and make this hotel an extraordinary, unique and unforgettable vacation
experience. • Rooms: 175 comfortable deluxe rooms, 11 suites deluxe. 16
junior suites and 38 beach casitas. All are equipped with air conditioner,
cable television, hair dryer, safe deposit box and mini bar. • Restaurants:
nine restaurants and four bars. • Activities offered include: Six Senses
Spa, Tennis, Championship golf, ecological hikes, a miniature zoo with
Dominican country wildlife, gymnasium, kid`s club, horseback riding, scuba
diving, windsurfing, kayaks and swift sailing.

Natura Park Beach Eco Resort & Spa

Punta Cana • www.blau-hotels.com
Phone 809 221 2626 Fax 809 468 2060
Reservations: natura.park@codetel.net.com; naturareservas@blauhotels.com
The Natura Park Beach Eco Resort & Spa is nestled on the white sands
of beautiful Bávaro Beach amidst tropical gardens and alongside a lush
mangrove forest. This resort, built in a ecologically friendly style, offers
a host of facilities, amenities and activities. • Location: 20 km from
the Punta Cana Airport and surrounded by the Bávaro National Park. •
Accommodation: 490 Rooms and 20 Suites, with balcony or terrace,
A/C, ceiling fan, satellite TV, hairdryer, vanity mirror, iron/ironing board,
coffee maker, mini bar, and in-room safe available with additional charge
($). Room Service Included. • Restaurants: 1 buffet restaurant, 3 a la
carte restaurants (Italian, Fish and Seafood, Steak house). • Bars: 6 bars
with unlimited national and international alcoholic drinks, fruit juices and
sparkling drinks. • Meetings: 2 conference room (max. capacity for 200
people). • Activities: Day-time entertainment nearby the beach and the
pool area. Evening entertainment with live music and folkloric shows. •
Sports: No-motorized nautical sports like surfing, windsurfing, kayaks,
snorkeling, pedals and catamaran. 3 Tennis courts, fitness center. • Kids
Club playground ¨Blaudi Club¨ for children from 2 up to 12 years old with
supervised activities. • Other facilities not included in the all inclusive
package Spa and Health Center, motorized sports (banana, sailing lessons,
scuba diving school), tennis lessons, horseback riding, Rent-a-Car, Four
wheeled hire, Laundry services, Baby Sitting, and much more….
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VIK Hotel Arena Blanca & VIK Hotel Cayena Beach

Carretera Arena Gorda, Bavaro - Punta Cana • www.vikhotels.com
Phone (809) 331-6640 / Toll Free: 1-877-355-2227Fax (809) 221-4658
Reservations: reservas@vikhotelarenablanca.net
reservas.ast@vikhotelarenablanca.net / reservas.puj@vikhotels.com
r.petris@vikhotels.com
Mailing Address 7339 NW 54 Street, RD#290217, Miami, FL 33166
This newly refurbished medium size all inclusive resort is situated on one of the best
portions of the famous white sand Bávaro Beach, surrounded by lush tropical gardens
and coconut palm trees. In sharp contrast to the mega resorts of the area, this is an
smaller size-charming and relaxing resort with boutique ambiance and personalized
service. It offers numerous activities, a choice amenities perfect for any traveler. VIKSpa, Wellness & Fitness Center by “ETRA”, Tower OB Casino and White Sand Golf
& Country Club on site (www.golfreservationcenter.com) Only 30 min transfer from
the Int’l Airport of Punta Cana. • Rooms: 447 Rooms in the resort part of VIK hotel
Arena Blanca (incl. DBL Garden and DBL Ocean View Rooms, Front Ocean Suites,
Family Suites) and 45 Cayena Deluxe Ocean Suites at the premium-boutique part
of the property; VIK Hotel Cayena Beach, right on the beach, offering deluxe sea
view accommodations, just steps away from the beach 2 gourmet restaurants with
stunning ocean view, 2 bars with premium all inclusive, exclusive reception with a
lounge-bar, swimming pool with swim-up bar, wireless internet and room service
until midnight for all those that like more privacy and “pampering” service • Dining:
Offering 24 hours All Inclusive service (all meals, snacks and unlimited local beverages).
4 Restaurants and 4 Bars at VIK hotel Arena Blanca in addition to the 2 Restaurants
and 2 exclusive Bars at the VIK hotel Cayena Beach, known for its great culinary
experience and excellent variety of food and drinks. • Features: Daily activities, two
tennis courts, “Pelicano Watersport Center”; offering sailboats, windsurfing, kayaks,
snorkeling equipment, and diving (additional charge). Kids club (ages 4-12), nightly
entertainment, discotheque “Fun Pub” (free admittance & drinks), Internet service
(included at Cayena, additional charge in VIK Hotel Arena Blanca), ATM machine and
various gift shops on the property. Credit Cards: All Major.

Dominican Fiesta

Santo Domingo • www.fiestahotelgroup.com

Phone 809-562 8222 Fax 809-482 8959
Reservations comercial.dominican@fiestahotelgroup.com
The Dominican Fiesta Hotel & Casino is located in the elegant residential
zone of the city of Santo Domingo, across the Park “Mirador del Sur¨. With
its 40,000 M2 of land it is conveniently located in a secure and central area.
Its convenient location is only a few minutes of distance from Malls, the
Colonial zone of Santo Domingo and Airports and the principal and most
beautiful beaches. •Rooms: This hotel has 298 rooms, 50 belongs to the
modern and elegant Executive Club, located in the highest level of our Hotel
with an extraordinary panoramic view of the Caribbean Sea and the City;
our comfortable Deluxe rooms, are located in the 5th and 6th floors with
internet Wi-Fi included. All of our rooms are fully equipped. • Facilities: In
our restaurant our customers can enjoy an excellent national and international
cuisine. In addition we also have bars, snack bars, sports bars, business center,
beauty parlors, stores, casino and a gym, spa and also one of the best sports
areas a Hotel can offer.

Palladium Hotels

Bavaro • www.fiestahotelgroup.com

Grand Palladium Palace Spa & Casino & The Royal Suites • Grand Palladium Bávaro
Resort & Spa • Grand Palladium Punta Cana Resort & Spa
Phone (809) 221-0719 Fax (809) 221-0819
Email reservas.palace@fiestahotelgroup.com
Our hotels are located in the first line of the Sea in Bávaro Beach. All the hotels
are located surrounded by an extended plantation of coconut trees and exuberant
tropical vegetation. Also having a beach of white sand, protected by a coral reef.
• Rooms: All the rooms are totally equipped with King size beds or double beds,
air conditioned, roof fan, box of electronic security, complete bath & hydromassage
bathtub, hair blower, iron board and telephone. Internet connection DSL and WiFi. All
rooms have a mini bar with refreshments, sodas, beer, water, and also coffee and tea;
cable TV, and balcony. • Dining Facilities The complex also has a wide gastronomic
variety, including 11 restaurants. We have cuisine with specialties cooked directly in
front of our customers. 3 restaurants in front of the beach; 5 restaurants offering
Asian, Spanish, Italian, International and Mexican food a la carte. • Activities: Our
premises also offers 3 lobby-bar, 5 pool bars, 3 beach bars, 6 kiosks across the beach
line, 2 amphitheaters, discotheque, cocktail bar, sports-bar and Casino. Also our
customers can enjoy 5 spacious pools, Mini-Club Fort Fiesta for the kids, sports areas,
gym with spa, sauna, Jacuzzi and steam baths. Also available: kayak, windsurfing,
and diving at extra-charge.
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Occidental Grand Punta Cana

Playa Bávaro, Punta Cana • www.occidental-hoteles.com
Phone: (809) 221-8787 Fax (809) 221-8790
E-mail reservas.gf.puntacana@do.occidentalhotels.com
Reservations USA 1-800 858 2258; R.D. (809) 487-5719;
SPAIN (34) 91-395-9700
Description Located first in line at Bávaro Beach, with its characteristic
turquoise blue waters and white sandy beaches surrounded by palm tree
gardens. All-inclusive food and national beverages. 3 swimming pools in
lake shape and commercial center • Rooms: 852 rooms, including 42 suites,
all with A/C, minibar (no additional fee), terrace, ceiling fan, telephone, TV,
safe deposit box $, and balcony or terrace. Internet access available in the
rooms and lobby (additional charge) • Royal Club with free Internet access,
private access, pool, private check-in and check-out at the club, secretarial
and concierge services and private restaurant “a la carte”. • Dining
Facilities: 9 restaurants: Italian “Via Venetto”, pizzería “La Fontana”,
taquería “Antojitos”, Mexican “La Hacienda”, Steak House “Las Reses”,
buffet “Le Buffet”, Oriental “D’Oriental”, Beach Club, Snack-Bar “Home
Run” and 7 bars • Activities: Occidental Fun Club -animation team who
organizes a variety of activities during the day, aerobics, merengue lessons
and night shows-, disco “Mangú” with no cover charge and Lounge-Bar
“El Cielo”, tennis, water sports and children area.

Occidental El Embajador
Ave. Sarasota #65, Santo Domingo
www.occidental-hoteles.com/elembajador

Phone (809) 221-2131 Fax (809) 508-1619 & (809) 532-5306
E-mail info.embajador@do.occidentalhotels.com
Reservations USA (866) 255-3476; R.D. (809) 487-5719; SPAIN (34) 91-395-9700
5 star hotel, situated in a residential area closed to the commercial and financial
districts of the city. This unique property is surrounded by extensive gardens. Offers
a perfect combination to turn a business trip into an exciting vacation. 45 min. away
from the international airport • Rooms: 278 rooms, including 13 suites, all equipped
with A/C, telephone, cable/satellite TV, movies & games, Overvoice for data, mini bar,
safe deposit box, room service 24 hrs. and balcony. Executive floors (Club Embajador)
for business clients with private check-in and check-out, high speed Internet stations
& wireless, continental breakfast, coffee shop 24 hrs., social lounge & TV, bar, meeting
rooms and press. The Royal Club with luxurious suites, private check-in and checkout with exclusivity access, private secretarial service, social lounge. Internet station
& wireless, 2 conference & meeting rooms, breakfast “à la carte”, international bar,
press and concierge • Dining Facilities: 3 restaurants, “El Jardín del Embajador”
-Gourmet with a Mediterranean touch-, “Los Porches” International & grill restaurant,
“Las Cotorras” Snack & Fast Food at the pool and 3 bars • Meetings: Meeting
facilities for 800 pax and business center with video - conference & private meeting
rooms • Activities: Swimming pool, casino, fitness center, steam rooms, massages,
basket, volley & tennis courts and solarium.
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Occidental
Allegro Puerto Plata
Playa Dorada, Puerto Plata • www.occidental-hoteles.com

Phone (809) 320-3988 Fax (809) 320-1190
E-mail gservicepdh@do.occidentalhotels.com
Reservations USA (866) 255-3476; R.D. (809) 487-5719; SPAIN (34) 91-395-9700
A 4 stars hotel. Newly Renovated in 1999. Situated in the beach bank of Playa Dorada
complex and border by one golf course of 18 holes designer by Robert Trent Jones, at
only 15 min. Of the International Airport Gregorio Luperón. All inclusive in meals and
national drinks. Guest can enjoy of a kids club, Shopping areas, 2 adults and 2 children
swimming pools plus sea view Jacuzzi, Putting Green, beauty parlor and exchange
bank, Casino. • Rooms: 501 rooms, including 12 junior suites with air conditioner,
telephone, TV by cable, safety deposit box (not inclusive). Ceiling fans, balcony
and terrace in some types of rooms. • Restaurants: 1 Buffet area of international
cuisine with air conditioner, 1 snack bar, 4 a la Carte restaurants, ( Pizzería, Grill,
Italian, Mexican) and 4 bars. • Activities: Occidental Fun Club- animation team that
coordinate every kind of activities during the day , activities for the kids , aerobics
competition, merengue and Spanish lesson, and night shows, promenade in horses,
volleyball, Ping –pong, Kayak, sail boat, windsurfing, Snorkeling, Snorkeling clinics,
tennis, archery, bicycle, and not motorized equipments.

Paradisus
Palma Real Resort

Playa Bávaro, Punta Cana • www.paradisus.com

Telephone (809) 688-5000 Fax (809) 688-5800
Reservations 1-800-33-MELIA
Email rrpp.paradisus.palma.real@solmelia.com
Rooms: 554 Suites with A/C, sofa bed, Plasma TV, safe-deposit box, minibar, coffee maker, jacuzzi for two, european spa shower, terrace, 24-hour
room service. • Royal Service exclusive for adults, private check in/out,
butler, private pool and beach. •The Reserve Residential Suites with private
areas. • Family Concierge daily attendance of a concierge with walkie
talkie. • Restaurants: 10 a la carte and 2 buffets. 8 bars, with national
and international premium-brand drinks. • Meetings: 14 meeting rooms
with 25,965 sq ft, Business Center. • Activities: Casino, Kids Zone (1-12
years). • Sports 5 tennis courts and 2 of paddle, 3 swimming pools, notmotorized water sports included, diving (for certificates with extra charge),
horseback riding (extra charge), beach volleyball, and snorkelling. • YHI
Spa: Gym, Yoga and Pilates, steam room, Jacuzzi, Sauna and massages ($).
• Golf green fees included at Cocotal Golf & Country Club. Mandatory car
rental ($).

Meliá Caribe Tropical
Playa Bávaro, Punta Cana
www.meliacaribetropical.com

Phone (809) 686-7499 Fax (809) 686-7699 Reservations 1-800-33-MELIA
E-Mail melia.caribe@solmelia.com
Meliá Caribe Tropical, the Best Resort in Punta Cana, on Bávaro Beach. Ideal for couples,
families, golfers and groups. • Rooms: 1,138 Junior Suites, all with A/C, fan safety deposit
box ($), living room with couch or sofa bed, Cable TV, minibar, telephone, terrace or balcony
and complete bathroom with hair dryer. Access friendly facilities. • Royal Service: offers
156 Royal Services One bedrooms Master Suites, Royal Service Master Suite and Royal Beach
Suite with personalize and private check-in/out, butler and concierge services, pillow menu,
private pool and lounge with internet access, breakfast, drinks and more; just for the Royal
Service guests. • Restaurants: 13 restaurants presenting: 10 a la carte specialties (Japanese
($), Italian, French, Thai Fusion, Mexican, Dominican, Sea Food, American Grill and Gourmet);
3 Buffets (International and 2 Beach Grills), and 14 bars, with national and select international
drinks. • Meetings: 13 meetings rooms for special events with 20,705 sq. ft. for up to
1,000 people. Business Center. • Activities: daily and nightly entertainment, Show every
night. “The Flintstone Land” program for kids between 4 months to 4 years old, 5 to 8
years old and 9 to 13 years old. Special activities and an arcade with electronics games for
teenagers. • Sports: 8 tennis courts, 10 pools, great variety of non-motorized water sports,
climbing wall, aerobics and basketball platform, beach football and volleyball. • 2 Spa: with
Gym, Jacuzzi, sauna and steam room, massages, hairdresser and special treatments available.
•Golf: Cocotal Golf & Country Club, 27 holes par 72/36.

Paradisus
Punta Cana Resort

Playa Bávaro, Punta Cana • www.paradisus.com

Telephone (809) 687-9923 Fax (809) 687-0752
Reservations 1-800-33-MELIA
E-mail paradisus.punta.cana@solmelia.com
Rooms: 685 Suites with A/C, safe-deposit box, minibar, coffee maker, completely
equipped bath, 24-hour room service, terrace. • Royal Service exclusive for
adult, Suites with Jacuzzi, private check in/out, butler, private pool and beach.
•The Reserve suites with a separated living room with sofa bed and Jacuzzi for
two. • Family Concierge daily attendance of a concierge with walkie talkie.
• Restaurants 9 a la carte 2 buffets, 9 bars, with national and international
premium-brand drinks. • Meetings: 13 meeting rooms with 20,137 sq.ft.
Business Center • Activities: Casino, Kids Zone (1-12 years), Climbing Wall
batting cage, arcade. • Sports: 4 tennis courts and 3 of paddle, 6 swimming
pools, not-motorized water sports and scuba diving (for certificates, extra
charge), horseback riding (extra charge), spinning. • YHI Spa: Gym, Jacuzzi,
sauna and massages ($) • Golf green fees included at Cocotal Golf & Country
Club. Mandatory car rental ($).

Ocean Blue & Sand

Arena Gorda, Bávaro • www.oceanhotels.net

Phone (809) 476 2326 Fax (809) 947 0884
Reservations resdr@oceanhotels.net
A magnificent, 24 hours All Inclusive resort with private Jacuzzi for all suites,
a gorgeous beach, plus the finest selection of themed restaurants (no reservation required) and a unique coffee house. We offer everything from a bowling
alley and special sports to unforgettable weddings and customized group experiences. • Rooms: 580 Junior Suites Standard, 116 Privilege Junior Suites, 12
Honeymoon Suites. • Privilege Services: included for the Privilege Junior Suites
and Honeymoon Suites, with private check in/out, butler and concierge service,
pillow menu, beach lounge with internet access, private breakfast, private beach
area, premium drinks. • Entertainment: Daily and nightly activities, live show
every night, disco with drinks included, mini club for children from 4 to 10 years,
teen’s club, climbing wall, non-motorized water sports, 2 tennis courts, pingpong tables and beach volleyball, Spa with gym, massages, beauty salon and
special treatments.
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Catalonia Bavaro Beach
Golf & Casino Resort
www.cataloniacaribe.com

Tel. 809-412-0000 Fax 809-412-0001
E-Mail bavaro.reservas@hoteles-catalonia.es
5 stars hotel resort with 24 hours all inclusive services, with exclusive white
sandy beach, situated at 20 km from Punta Cana International Airport. •
Accommodations: 711 Junior Suites and Privileged Suites, full-equipped with
air-conditioned, ceiling fan, safe box included, terrace, LCD cable, minibar,
coffee maker, sitting area, Free WIFI Internet. The new Privileged Junior suites
tastefully decorated and very close to the beach, with plasma TV, pillow menu,
bathrobes and slippers, 24 hours room service, private check-in lounge and
others ammenities. • Restaurants: 4 themed restaurants (no reservation
needed) includding: italian, japannesse, steak house and mexican. Also
pizzas, crepes and 2 international buffet restaurants. 5 bars and disco with
beverages included until 2:00 am. • Activities: Swimming pool of 2,000mts2
with jacuzzi and separate children’s pool. Day and nigth activities program with
our animation team, water no-motorized sports, 2 tennis courts, 2 golf courses,
paddle, basketball, gym, beach volleyball, soccer, waterpolo, petanque, darts,
table tennis, billiards and archery. Commercial center with boutiques, drugstore
and gift shops. Convention rooms, wedding and honeymoon plans.

Catalonia Royal
Bavaro Resort
www.cataloniacaribe.com

Tel. 809-412-0000 Fax 809-412-0001
E-Mail bavaro.reservas@hoteles-catalonia.es
Exclusive 5 stars resort, with fine white sandy beaches, crystalline waters and
coconut trees. All Inclusive resort exclusively for adults, located in Bávaro
Beach, Punta Cana. The Royal customers have access to all installations
of Catalonia Bávaro Beach Golf & Casino, so it allows enjoy two hotels in
one. • Accommodations : 255 Superior Junior Suites, Deluxe, Honeymoon
and Exclusive Suites with private pool. Colonial Style and full-equiped
with King size-beds, air conditioned, ceiling fan, electronic safe box,
terrace with hammock, minibar with soft drinks, beers and snacks, coffee
maker, free WIFI Internet, plasma TV, DVD-CD player with free movies,
pillow menu, bathrobes and slippers, 24 hours room service and others
ammenities. • Restaurants: 5 themed restaurants for dinner and other 8
restaurants available at Catalonia Bávaro Beach. 4 bars includding piano bar
with national and international beverages. • Activities: 2 fantastic infiniti
swimming pools with islands, jet and jacuzzi, Alegria Spa with sauna, gym
and massage center. 2 golf courses with 9 and 18 holes. Shows at nigth,
live music, outdoor theater, casino and disco.

Barceló Bávaro Beach Resort
Bávaro, La Altagracia • www.barcelo.com
Tel. 1(809) 227 2356

Situated in first line of Bávaro Beach’s best and longest extension, the
complex is composed by two all-inclusive properties: Barceló Bávaro Beach
Adults Only (391 rooms) and Barceló Bávaro Palace Deluxe (1600 rooms). A
total of 1991 rooms, distributed in 10 categories. 12 restaurants; 9 of them,
a la carté. 24 hours Sports’ Bar; Snack Bar. 16 Bars. Convetion Center
with 13 rooms and 24 subdivisions; greatest room with an area of 1600
mt². 8 additional rooms with 13 subdivions at the Barceló Bávaro Palace
Deluxe; greatest room with an area of 1200 mt². U Spa wellness center
with hydrotherapy circuit and sophisticated relaxing treatments, gym, and
beauty parlor. Profesisonal golf court of 18 holes designed by P.B. Dye:
Barceló The Lakes. Adults and children’ waterparks. Adults and teenagers’
discoteques. MiniGolf. Shopping Boulevard. Coffee, Rum, and Cigars’
Club. Catholic Church. Barcy’s Kids Club. Tennis, Padle, Baseball, Football,
Basketball. 6 pools. Non-motorized Watersports are included; motorized,
with extra charge. Exclusive Premium Club for distinguished clients.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2012
January
• 1. New Year. Holiday.
2-31. Wings & Roots: Ada Balcacer art
exhibition. Centro León, Santiago.
• 2, 9, 16, 23, 30. Kandela Show. Altos de
Chavón amphitheater, La Romana.
• 6-9. Three Wise Men Day Long Weekend.
• 13-15. Caribbean Laser Midwinter Regatta.
Cabarete, Puerto Plata.
• EcoMarket Fair. Jarabacoa, La Vega.
• January 15 - March 15. Whale-watching.
Samaná.
• 18. Our Lady of La Altagracia Day.
Commemoration concert at the Basilica
Nuestra Señora de la Altagracia, Higuey.
• 27-30. Long weekend honoring Juan Pablo
Duarte, the forefather of the DR.
• 27-29. 21st MIR Foundation Benefit, Casa de
Campo, La Romana.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de
España, Colonial City.
February
• Carnival. Parades and live performances all
Sunday afternoons in February. La Vega,
Bonao and Santiago.
• 2-5. Caribbean Baseball Series. Best teams
from Mexico, Venezuela, Puerto Rico and DR
at the Quisqueya Ball Park, Santo Domingo.
• 6, 13, 20, 27, 29. Kandela Show. Altos de
Chavón, La Romana.
• 19-25. ProCigar Festival. La Romana, Santiago.
• 22-27. 10th Master of the Ocean 2012. Surf,
windsurf, kite and sup. Cabarete Beach,
Puerto Plata.
• 22-26. Dominican Republic Fashion Week.
Gran Arena del Cibao, Santiago.
• Mid-February. National Agropecuarian Fair.
Ciudad Ganadera, Santo Domingo.
• Last week in February. 33rd Independencia
Tour. Nationwide cycling tour.
• 27. Independence Day. Holiday.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de
España, Colonial City.
March
• 4. Santo Domingo Carnival Parade.
• 5, 12, 19, 26. Kandela Show. Altos de
Chavón, La Romana.
• 11. Punta Cana Carnival Parade. Punta Cana
Village.
• 13. Casandra Awards. National Theater,
Santo Domingo.
• Mid March. 14th Annual Muestra
Internacional de Cine de Santo Domingo.
City theaters.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de
España, Colonial City.
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April
• 2, 9, 16, 23, 30. Kandelá Show. Altos de
Chavón, La Romana.
• 5-8. Easter Long Weekend. 7 April, Good
Friday holiday.
• 17-19 April. Dominican Annual Tourism
Exchange (DR DATE).
• 27-30. Labor Day long weekend.
• National Dance Month. Contemporary dance,
classic ballet and folklore presentations. Santo
Domingo venues.
• Mid-April through May. 15th Santo Domingo
International Book Fair. Plaza de la Cultura,
Santo Domingo.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de
España, Colonial City.
May
• 1st. Labor Day.
Construexpo. The leading construction sector
exhibition at the Dominican Fiesta Hotel
• May-June. Flower Festival of Jarabacoa,
La Vega.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de
España, Colonial City.
June
• 7. Corpus Christi Day. Religious holiday.
• 7, 14, 21, 28. Casa de Teatro Summer Jazz.
Colonial City, Santo Domingo.
• Mid June. Expo Mango. Baní, Peravia.
• Mid June. Polo Organic Coffee Festival.
Barahona.
• 17th Santo Domingo International Marathon.
Mirador del Sur Park, Santo Domingo.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de
España, Colonial City.
July
• 5, 12, 19, 26. Casa de Teatro Summer Jazz.
Colonial City, Santo Domingo.
• 15-26. IODA World Sailing Championship.
Santo Domingo Yacht Club, Boca Chica.
• Last week. Lowenbrau Half Marathon, Mirador
del Sur Park, Santo Domingo.
• Last week. Merengue Festival. Santo Domingo.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de
España, Colonial City.
August
• 16. Restoration Day
• 29 August – 1 Sept. Commercial Exposition
ASONAHORES, Santo Domingo.
• Latin Music Tours 2012. Barceló Bávaro
Convention Center, Punta Cana.
• 29. National Symphony Orchestra Season
Concert. National Theater.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de
España, Colonial City.

September
• Theater Season. Several venues, Santo
Domingo.
• 12, 26. National Symphony Orchestra Season
Concerts. National Theater.
• Mid-month. Multisector Fair Expo Cibao 2012.
La Barranquita, Santiago.
• 21-24. Our Lady of Las Mercedes Day long
weekend. Religious holiday.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de
España, Colonial City.
October
• Professional Winter Baseball Championship.
Stadiums in Santo Domingo, Santiago, San
Francisco de Macorís, San Pedro de Macorís and
La Romana.
• 10, 24. National Symphony Orchestra Season
Concert. National Theater.
• Puerto Plata Merengue Festival.
• Mid October. Dominicana Moda. Fashion
show. Hotel Embajador, Santo Domingo.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de España,
Colonial City.
November
• 1. Winners Gala. International Tchaikovsky
Piano Contest. National Theater.
• 6. Constitution Day
• 7, 28. National Symphony Orchestra Season
Concertss. National Theater.
• Mid November. 6th Global Dominican Movie
Festival 2009. Movie theaters nationwide.
• Mid November. DR Open Golf Tournament.
• End of November-December. Festival of the
Arts. Jarabacoa, La Vega.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de
España, Colonial City.
December
• Speed racing final of the National Car Racing
Championship at the Mobil 1 of Las Americas
Car Racing Track off Las Americas Expressway,
Santo Domingo.
• 10. National Heritage Day. Free admission to
museums in Santo Domingo.
• 25. Christmas Concert. Santo Domingo
Cathedral.
• 4, 11, 18, 25. The Christmas Story. Parking lot
of the Popular Bank Tower, Santo Domingo.
• 24-25. Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.
• 31. New Year's Eve. Roncierto Brugal at Plaza
Juan Barón of the Malecón, Santo Domingo.
• Fridays and Saturdays at 9pm. Santo Domingo
de Fiesta, folklore show at the Plaza de
España, Colonial City.
For updates on calendar of events, see http://
www.dr1.com/calendar
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